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Abstract 

Nowadays, day to day activities of human beings is highly dependent on the information 

distributed in every part of the world. One major source of the information, which is the 

collection of related data, is the database. To extract the information from the database, it is 

required to formulate a structured query language which is understood by the database 

engine. The SQL query is not known by everyone in the world as it requires studying and 

remembering its syntax and semantics. Only professionals who study the SQL can formulate 

the query to access the database. On the other hand, human beings communicate with each 

other using natural language. It would be easier to access the content of the database using 

that natural language which in turn contributes to the field of natural language interface to 

the database. Since in many private and public organizations, peoples are performing day to 

day activities in Amharic language and many of them are not skilled in formulating 

structured query language, it would be better if there is a mechanism by which the users can 

directly extract information from the database using the Amharic language. 

This research accepts questions that are written in Amharic natural language and converts to 

its equivalent structured query language. A dataset which consists of an input word that is 

tagged with the appropriate output variable is prepared.  Features which represent the 

Amharic questions are identified and given to the classifier for training purpose. Stemmer, 

Morphological analyzer, and pre-processor prepare the input question in the format required 

by the classifier. To identify appropriate query elements, Query Element Identifier uses the 

dictionary which is prepared by applying the concept of semantic free grammar. The query 

constructor constructs the required SQL query using these identified query elements. A 

prototype called Amharic Database querying system is developed to demonstrate the idea 

raised by this research. Testers from different departments having different mother tongue 

language test the performance of the system.  

Keywords: Natural language interface to the database, Stemmer, Morphological analyzer, 

pre-processor, Query Element Identifier, Semantic free grammar, Query constructor 
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Chapter One: Introduction 

This chapter deals with the introduction of the natural language interface to database. The 

situations or reasons that motivate the Authors to write this Master’s thesis will come next. 

Also, the gaps that this Master’s research is going to fill, and the objective will be described. 

An overview of the methodology will be presented. The scope and limitation of the research 

and finally the application of the result will be described in sequence. 

1.1 Background 

Nowadays, day to day activities of human beings is highly dependent on the information 

distributed in every part of the world. Users are searching for information from various 

sources. One of the major sources of information that every application dependant on is the 

database. A database is a collection of related data. The data represents known facts which 

have an implicit meaning [1]. Thus, every database is a collection of coherent (related) data 

that represents certain aspects of the real world. It is designed, built, and populated to 

address a specific situation in the real world.   

To get information from the database, knowledge of database languages is required. The 

languages can be Procedural or Structural query language. A procedural query language is 

consisting of a set of operations that take one or two relations as input and produce a new 

relation as an output. Relational Algebra can be taken as an example of Procedural language. 

The algebra operations enable a user to retrieve a specific request on a relational model. The 

operations that produce a new relationship can be further manipulated using operations of 

the relational algebra. The sequence of the relational algebra that produces new relation 

forms a relational algebra expression [1]. 

On the other hand, SQL is a query language that is standardized by the American national 

standard institute for most commercial relational database management system. The Users 

execute queries they are also called SQL statements to pull or modify the requested 

information from the database. SQL supports data definition and data manipulation 

language. 

The data definition language is consisting of the structured query language that can be used 

to define the database schema. It is used to create and modify the structure of the database 

object in the database. This includes queries like create, drop, alter, truncate, etc. The data 
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manipulation language is the SQL command that deals with the manipulation of data present 

in the database and this includes most of the SQL statements. It is used to access, modify, or 

retrieve the data from the database. An example of a DML query includes select, update, and 

delete. 

The natural language also called human language is a language used by humans naturally to 

communicate with each other. It is expressed as a text by the alphabet or letters of the 

human language. Natural language interface to the database is a system that allows the user 

to access information stored in a database by typing requests expressed in some natural 

language (e.g. English, Amharic) [2]. If users want to access information from the database, 

they are required to know structured query language/SQL queries, and they are required to 

know the physical structure of the database. The natural language interface to the database 

minimizes these difficulties and enables the users to extract information from the databases 

using natural languages.  

In recent times, there are rising demands for non-expert users to query a relational database 

in more natural languages. An advancement of Natural language Interface to the database 

which is an important step towards the development of an intelligent database attracts the 

attention of many researchers. Many types of research [3] have been done on Natural 

language interfaces to the database for different natural languages and satisfactory results 

have been achieved. 

1.2 Motivation 

The authors were motivated to write this Master’s proposal because the problem currently 

exists in Ethiopia which has more than 100 million populations [5]. In Ethiopia, many 

people speak the Amharic language and perform the daily activities using this language. 

The need for the Amharic language for this Master’s research is because the Amharic 

language is a working language of the federal government of Ethiopia and many people in 

private and public organizations are using this language to perform many tasks in the office. 

Additionally, there is a growing demand for developing applications using the Amharic 

language interface. Many applications have been developed in Ethiopia whose front and 

back ends involve Amharic content. 
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In many private and public organizations, many peoples do not know how to formulate SQL 

to directly access the database. Many organizations are automating their manual work and 

several databases have been designed with Amharic content. Lots of information might be 

asked using Amharic questions. One of such questions written in the Amharic language that 

might be raised by the naïve users could be “በእያንዳንዱ የስራ ክፍል ውስጥ ያለውን ከፍተኛ ደሞዝ 

አሳየኝ/ bäaǝyanǝdanǝdu yäsǝra kǝfǝlǝ wǝsǝ�̇�ǝ yaläwǝnǝ käfǝtä�̇�a dämozǝ asayä𝑔ǝ ̇ ” which 

can be translated as for each department, give me the highest salary.  

In many private and public organizations, people are performing day to day activities in 

Amharic language and many of them are not skilled in formulating structured query 

language. Thus it would be better if there is a mechanism by which the users can directly 

extract information from the database using the Amharic language. Thus, the authors were 

motivated to provide a better alternative so that the person who knows only Amharic natural 

language can access the database.  

1.3 Statement of the problem 

Despite its Importance, writing structured query language creates an additional burden on 

non-English speakers to fetch some information directly from the database. In the first place, 

knowing the English language is advantageous to learn SQL itself. This is because the SQL 

syntax itself is developed using English language characters. Secondly, the users have to 

study the syntax and semantics of structured query language to write efficient queries. 

Additionally, they are required to know the physical structure and construction of the 

database. This might not be enough to become an expert on the database. It may need more 

understanding and practice through various exercises. 

Many researchers have studied and applied various techniques to minimize the above steps. 

The researchers [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] have developed a system that converts relevant questions 

written in English Natural language into structured query language. Some of them used rule-

based techniques and some other used machine learning to model the system. Other 

researchers [11, 12, 13, 14] applied the same concept to different languages other than 

English. Since the analysis and conversion process is language-dependent for different 

languages, it is impossible to equivalently implement those methods on the Amharic 

Language. 
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Accordingly, Tihitina Petros [15] has studied on Amharic language interface to the database 

and satisfactory result has been achieved. The research uses a set of rules to convert the 

Amharic statements into corresponding English SQL. The system accepts simple relevant 

Amharic statements and converts into structured query language. However, the research was 

limited to use a certain set of rules which restrict the users only to input pre-defined words. 

When the users want to use the system, first they have to select the database that they want 

to extract information from it. Then, they have to use the table names and attributes defined 

in that list. The users are involved in the selection of the table names, attributes, and 

conditions. Additionally, it only considered simple select query of Data Manipulation 

Languages (DML) queries and other DML queries like delete, update, complex queries 

which involve like group by, Order by, aggregate function, and so on are not considered. 

As compared to other languages, the Natural language interface to the database for the 

Amharic language lags behind other languages. In other languages, the Natural language 

interface to the database has been developed by many researchers using various techniques 

and a good result has been achieved [8, 9, 10]. In Amharic language Interface to the 

database, up to the Authors’ best knowledge, very few researches [15] have been done so 

far. Thus this research aims to fill the gaps observed in the above researches [15] in such a 

way that the users can express the questions using free Amharic text. The system will take 

care of identifying the table names, attributes, and relationships from the Amharic questions 

itself. Other types of queries that are not covered in the previous work will also be 

considered in this research. The research is specifically designed for converting questions 

written in the Amharic language to its equivalent SQL query using Machine learning. The 

benefit from this proposal is not only used for naïve users but it can also be extended for 

other technical users. This is because it is easy to handle negation, quantification type of 

questions, and some complex ideas using natural languages than structured query languages 

[12]. 
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1.4 Objective 

General Objective 

The general objective of this Master’s research is to develop an Amharic Natural language 

interface for accessing databases. 

Specific Objectives  

Thus the specific objective of this Master’s research is to 

 Review related works on Natural language interface to the database, artificial 

intelligence, human-computer interaction 

 Collect Amharic relevant questions which has a connection with the database 

 Design a system architecture 

 Develop algorithms that will convert relevant Amharic statements into SQL 

 Develop a prototype 

 Test the performance of the system 

 

1.5 Methodology 

Since this Master’s research emphasizes systematic, testable, and communicable methods, 

the research will be carried out following the design science research principle. Design 

Science Research creates and evaluates IT artefacts intended to solve the identified 

organizational problems [16]. 

Literature Review 

For the effective development of this Master’s research, a review of related work that has 

been done on the Natural language interface to the database by other researchers is very 

essential. Thus, review of related work will be carried out first for both Amharic and other 

languages.  
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Data collection 

Amharic relevant questions from Amharic speakers and books will be collected and 

analyzed to train the classifier.  

Prototype Development 

For the demonstration of this Master’s research, a prototype will be developed using suitable 

programming language. Appropriate Machine learning algorithm will be selected to train the 

classifier. 

Evaluation 

After the prototype development, the prototype will be tested by both naïve and IT users. 

The result generated by the system will be compared with the expected output produced by 

the normal SQL query. Its performance will be expressed in terms of accuracy. From the 

evaluation, the result and discussion will be presented.  

1.6 Scope and Limitation 

This Master’s research is only prepared to convert Amharic written questions into structured 

query language by accepting Amharic text as input. Other languages are behind the scope of 

this research. The DDL queries, Joins, and sub queries are not handled in the research. The 

research will not make an Analysis of the values that are stored in the table. The users are 

expected to write a complete sentence that has a complete meaning. Spelling checking is 

also out of the scope of the research. 

1.7 Application of the result  

The result from this Master’s research will allow many naïve users to easily extract 

information from the database using Amharic natural language without the help of any other 

supplementary resource. The naïve users don’t need to know the English language, the 

structured query language, and the physical structure of the database. The only thing that 

they require for this research is the Amharic natural language. 

Equivalently the research also helps other educated users to access the database using 

natural language. Sometimes it is very difficult to remember and memorize all syntax of the 

structured query language. Additionally, even if you are familiar with SQL, some queries 
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are somehow complex to write it. The users know what they want to extract from the 

database, but expressing those ideas in SQL might be difficult. This research will avoid 

these difficulties and makes communication with the database to be more convenient and 

easy. 

This research can also serve as an interface for other NLP applications so that they can 

automatically access the database using Amharic natural languages without knowing the 

internal structure of the database. 

1.8 Organization of the Rest of the Thesis 

The remaining part of the thesis is organized in such a way to include the literature review, 

related works, Design and implementation, Experiment, and finally conclusion and 

recommendation. The background knowledge that is required for a better understanding of 

the natural language interface to the database will be presented in the literature review. The 

related work will discuss a survey of scholarly sources that are related to Accessing database 

contents using different natural languages. The algorithm and any design-related issues that 

are used for the prototype development will be presented in the Design and implementation. 

The experiment that has been conducted to test the performance of the thesis will be 

discussed in the experiment. Finally, the summary and future works will be the last chapter 

of this thesis. 
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Chapter Two: Literature Review 

In this chapter, a survey of scholarly sources that are related to Database accessing using 

Amharic natural language will be presented. These sources include books, published and 

unpublished researches, journals, manuals, documents taken from the internet, surveys. 

These provide an overview of current knowledge; identify relevant theories, methods, and 

gaps in the existing research [17]. 

2.1 Natural Language Interface to the Database  

As the name implies, the natural language interface to the database has three major 

components that are integrated. These are the database, the natural language, and finally 

their interface. A database is a collection of related data. By data, we mean known facts that 

can be recorded and that have implicit meaning [1]. This database comes into use by the 

database management system. The database management system is the software that can be 

used to manage this interrelated data by storing in the databases and retrieving it from the 

database. Thus Database management system is a collection of interrelated data and a set of 

programs that are used to access these data. The database management system is designed to 

manage and maintain large bodies of information [18]. 

The second component is the natural language which is a language that has developed 

naturally in use as contrasted with an artificial language. It is evolved naturally in humans 

through use and repetition without conscious planning or remediation. To use this natural 

language systematically, the processing concept comes next. Thus Natural language 

processing is an integral area of computer science in which machine learning and 

computational linguistics are broadly used. The main objective of this natural language 

processing is to make computers understand, interpret, and manipulate human language. The 

task that is performed by the natural language processing is to take chunks of information as 

input in the form of voice or text or both and manipulate them as per the algorithm inside the 

computer. This field is mainly concerned with making the human and computer interaction 

easy but efficient [19]. 

The last component is the interface that exists between the natural language and the database 

which enables accessing information from the database using the natural language. The 
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purpose of natural language interfaces is to allow users to compose questions in natural 

language and to receive responses under the form of tables or short answers [20]. The 

database system is designed in such a way that its content is stored in a structured manner 

and its content is accessed using artificial languages. The natural language is spoken 

naturally. There is no way of accessing the content of the database directly using this natural 

language. Thus the interface is needed to fill this gap. The above all three components are 

integrated and lead to a natural language interface to the database.  

The main reason that NLIDB required is to directly access the content of the database using 

the natural language. This is because to access the information stored in the database, 

knowledge of Structured Query Language is needed. Only those users who know SQL 

languages can access the data or information. An end-user normally doesn’t know SQL [18, 

21, 22]. In the NLIDB, the users naturally write the questions, the NLIDB understands the 

question, accesses the content of the database, and returns the response to the users. 

2.1.1 History of Natural language Interface to the Database 

The history of the Natural language Interface to the database was begun in 1961 when 

Baseball was invented [23]. Baseball is a computer program that answers questions phrased 

in ordinary English about stored data. The program reads the question from punched cards. 

It was implemented to answer questions about baseball games which were played in the 

American League during one season. The data that is stored in the Baseball are the month, 

day, place, teams, and scores for each game in the American League for one year.  

The next NLIDB application is Lunar which was developed in 1972 to allow lunar scientists 

to ask questions, compute averages and ratios, and make selective listings based on 

information in a chemical analysis table [24]. The lunar scientist’s natural language 

information system is a prototype computer system that allows English language access to a 

large database of lunar sample information. It uses two database files; one is a 13,000 line 

table of chemical and age analysis of the Apollo 11, and the second, the key phase index to 

those reports. Apollo 11 was the spaceflight that first landed humans on the Moon. 

In 1975, the next NLIDB application called Planes was developed as a prototype to access 

the information from a large database of aircraft flight and maintenance. The model was 
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presented for processing English request for information from a relational database [25]. The 

database is comprised of detailed flight and maintenance data and data summaries. It is 

organized by month, aircraft, and type of data (scheduled maintenance, unscheduled 

maintenance, flights). 

The NLIDB application called LADDER [26] was developed in 1978. It was developed to 

make large, distributed databases directly available to decision-makers. The user provides a 

question about the information base in English; LADDER applies all the necessary 

information concerning the vocabulary and syntax of the question, the names of specific 

fields, how they are formatted, how they are structured into files, and even where the files 

are physically located, to provide an answer. It consists of three major components that 

provide levels of buffering of the user from the underlying DBMSs. The first component, 

INLAND, accepts questions in a restricted subset of natural language. The second 

component, IDA breaks down a query against the entire very large database into a sequence 

of queries against individual files. The third component, called FAM relies on a locally 

stored model showing where files are located throughout the disk. 

Consequently, several NLIDB based research has been conducted with different approaches 

and efficiencies. Especially in the mid of 1980s, Natural language interface to the database 

had become a very popular research area, and numerous research prototypes were 

implemented [18]. The CHAT-8 [27] provides a strategy for planning a query so that it can 

be efficiently executed by the elementary deductive mechanism which was developed using 

Prolog programming language. Dialogic [28] parses English sentences and translates them 

into logical forms. Diagram [29] is a grammar used in an artificial intelligence system for 

interpreting dialogue. TELI [30] which is an English-Language Interface that answers 

English questions about tabular (first normal-form) data files and runs on a Symbolic Lisp 

Machine. Janus [31] is a natural language interface that translates intentional logic 

expressions representing the meaning of a request into executable code for each application 

program. These all are research prototypes that are developed in the mid of 1980s. 

Coming to some of the recent NLIDB applications [32], NALIX which is a generic 

interactive natural language query interface to an XML database was developed in 2006. 

The application accepts an arbitrary English language sentence as query input then the query 
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is translated into an XQuery expression that can be evaluated against an XML database after 

reformulation. The application used an off-the-shelf natural language parser and 

interactively guides the user to pose queries that the system can understand by providing 

meaningful feedback and helpful rephrasing suggestions. Three main steps which are Parse 

Tree Classification, Parse tree Validation, Parse tree translation are involved in the 

translation of natural language queries into corresponding XQuery expressions [33]. 

The PRECISE [34] is another recent NLIDB application which uses a statistical parser as a 

“plugin”. The application targets the database in the form of a relational database using SQL 

as the query language. PRECISE takes a lexicon and a parser as input. Then, given an 

English question, PRECISE maps it to one (or more) corresponding SQL queries. The 

WASP [35] is also another recent NLIDB application. It uses a statistical approach to 

semantic parsing for constructing a complete, formal meaning representation of a sentence. 

The semantic parser was learned by a set of sentences annotated with a correct formal query 

language. 

2.1.2 Components of NLIDB 

Many of the computing scientists divide the component of natural language interface to the 

databases into Linguistic and Database components [21]. The linguistic component is 

responsible to translate the natural language into a formal query and then to generate a 

natural language response based on the result which comes from the database search. This 

occurs usually at the beginning and end of the process. 

The database component performs traditional Database Management functions [21]. It takes 

the query translated by the linguistics component and executes the query. The natural 

language generator takes the formal response as its input and inspects the parse tree to 

generate adequate natural language response. Natural language database systems make use 

of syntactic knowledge and knowledge about the actual database to properly relate natural 

language input to the structure and contents of that database. Syntactic knowledge usually 

resides in the linguistic component of the system, in particular in the syntax analyzer 

whereas knowledge about the actual database resides to some extent in the semantic data 

model used. 
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2.1.3 Advantages of NLIDB 

The natural language interface to the database allows users to communicate with the 

database using the natural language. By doing so, the NLIDB provides the following 

advantages [18].  

One of the advantages that NLIDB provides is the no need requirements of Artificial 

Language. Since artificial languages like SQL are difficult to learn and master at least by 

non-computer specialists, the NLIDB avoids the requirement to learn artificial languages. 

The users are expected to use the native language to communicate with the database. This 

will also remove the time that will be spent in learning a formal database query language. 

The next advantage is the simplest and Easiness to use of NLIDB in the real life. The users 

are not expected to remember the syntax and semantics of the formal query as they type the 

query using native languages. They can express the ideas to the computer in the same way as 

they express to other human beings. 

NLIDB is also better for some questions. It has been argued that there is some kind of 

questions (e.g. questions involving negation, or quantification) that can be easily expressed 

in natural language, but that seems difficult (or at least tedious) to express using graphical or 

form-based interfaces. 

NLIDB also provides a fault tolerance capability. Most of NLIDB systems provide some 

tolerances to minor grammatical errors, while in a computer system; most of the time, the 

lexicon should be the same as defined, the syntax should correctly follow certain rules, and 

any errors will cause the input automatically be rejected by the system 

Additionally, NLIDB is easy to use for multiple database tables. Queries that involve 

multiple database tables like “list the names of the employees whose salary is greater than 

10,000 dollars”, are difficult to form in the graphical user interface as compared to the 

natural language interface. 
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2.1.4 Disadvantages of NLIDB 

In addition to its advantages’, there are some drawbacks that the NLIDB provides. To 

mention a few of them, the following are described [21]. One disadvantage of NLIDB is it 

creates false Expectation. Users can be misled by an NLIDB system’s ability to process a 

natural language. Sometimes they may assume that the system is intelligent. Therefore, 

rather than asking precise questions from a database, they may be tempted to ask questions 

that involve complex ideas, certain judgments, reasoning capabilities, etc., which an NLIDB 

system cannot be relied upon. 

Conceptual failures are also another disadvantage of NLIDB. The NLIDB accepts the user 

question and generates the output back to the user based on the query transformed from the 

user. The query is transformed based on the logic that the NLIDB understands the question. 

The output might not be conceptually correct. It is often the case that the system does not 

provide any explanation of what causes the system to fail conceptually. 

2.1.5 Approaches of NLIDB 

Since the NLIDB is a hot research area that attracts the intension of many researchers due to 

the implicit ambiguity that language possesses [20], various results with various approaches 

are achieved by different researchers. In this section techniques used by the different 

researchers will be described. The first approach that is used by the NLIDB is a Symbolic 

Approach; it is also called a rule-based approach. Among the approaches of NLIDB, the 

natural language interface to the database has been dominated by the symbolic approach for 

several decades [36]. This is because the natural languages itself are expressed with words 

which are symbols that stand for the objects and concepts in the real world. In this approach, 

language knowledge is explicitly encoded in rules or other forms of representation [20, 34]. 

The NLIDB tries to capture the meaning of the language based on these rules. 

The approach to query analysis is based on the development and extension of the existing 

rules so that the NLIDB doesn’t require a massive training corpus. To prepare hand-crafted 

rules, the rule-based approach requires skilled experts. The linguist or knowledge engineers 

are required to manually encode each rule of the NLIDB. 
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The next approach is the Empirical approach it is also called the corpus-based approach. 

Empirical approaches are based on statistical analysis as well as other data-driven analyses, 

of raw data which is in the form of text corpora [21]. A corpus is a collection of machine-

readable text. In this approach, the corpora are annotated to study several linguistics 

phenomena. The approach has been around since NLP began in the early 1950s. By 

collecting such a corpus and computing the appropriate statistics, corpus-based 

representation offers an alternative to traditional knowledge representation for a broad class 

of applications. 

Several researchers in corpus-based computational linguistics believe that the size of 

available annotated corpora is the current limiting factor in creating accurate corpus trained 

natural language processing system [37]. If this is the case, the cycle of automatically 

annotating a corpus, manually correcting it, and retraining the automatic annotator on the 

larger corpus could provide a fast mechanism for providing very large annotated corpora. 

The last approach is called the connectionist approach which is carried using a neural 

network. The connectionist approaches to NLIDB make use of large networks of simple 

computational units that communicate utilizing simple quantitative signals. It uses 

interconnected simple processors called neurons to form a simplified model of the structures 

in the biological nervous system. Since human language capabilities are based on neural 

networks in the brain, Artificial Neural Networks (also called connectionist network) 

provides an essential starting point for modeling language processing [20]. 

Neural network approaches are essentially an extension of the empirical methods which 

involve a mathematically based assessment of complex inter-relationships within the system. 

In this approach, instead of symbols, the approach is based on distributed representations 

that correspond to statistical regularities in language 

2.1.6 Techniques used in NLIDB 

In the selected approach as described in the above section, the researchers used appropriate 

techniques to develop the natural language interface to the database. One of the techniques 

that are used in NLIDB is called pattern matching. The pattern matching is an algorithmic 

task that finds pre-determined patterns among sequences of raw data or processed tokens. In 
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contrast to pattern recognition, this task can only make exactly matched from an existing 

database and won’t discover new patterns. In these techniques, a perceived sequence of 

tokens is checked for the presence of the constituents of some pattern. The patterns generally 

have the form of either sequences or tree structures. Many NLIDBs was based on pattern-

matching techniques to answer the user’s questions. As an example, consider the Table 2.1 

which shows a sample database table [18]. 

Table 2.1 Sample database 

                                        Countries table 

Country Capital Language 

France Paris French 

Italy Rome Italian 

India Delhi Hindi 

 

A primitive pattern-matching system might use the following rules as 

Pattern: …. “Capital” …. <Country> 

          Action:  Report Capital and Country of a row where Country=<Country> 

Pattern: …. “Capital” …. <Country> 

          Action:  Report Capital and Country of a row where Country=<Country> of each row 

Then if the user asked a question like “What is the capital city of France?” the system will 

report “Paris” using the first pattern rule. The same rule can be applied to answer questions, 

“kindly show me the capital city of France?”, “give me the Capital of France?”, “Could you 

please show me the capital of France?” etc. 

The main advantage of the pattern-matching approach is its simplicity i.e. no elaborate 

parsing and interpretation modules are needed, and the systems are easy to implement [39]. 

Also, pattern-matching systems often manage to come up with some reasonable answer, 

even if the input is out of the range of sentences the patterns were designed to handle. 
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The second technique is called Syntax-base. The syntax is the study of the principles and 

processes by which sentences are constructed. It also refers to the rules and principles that 

govern the construction of a given sentence. In syntax-based systems, the user’s question is 

parsed (i.e. analyzed syntactically) and the resulting parse tree is directly mapped to 

expression in some database query language. Syntax-based NLIDBs usually interface to 

application-specific database systems that provide database query languages, carefully 

designed to facilitate the mapping from the parse tree to the database query [18]. 

The main advantage of using syntax-based approaches is that they provide detailed 

information about the structure of a sentence. A parse tree contains a lot of information 

about the sentence structure; starting from a single word and its part of speech, how words 

can be grouped to form a phrase, how phrases can be grouped to form more complex phrases 

until a complete sentence is built. Having this information, the semantic meanings to certain 

production rules (or nodes in a parse tree) can be mapped.  

The third technique that the NLIDB uses is the semantic grammar-based technique. 

Semantic analysis is the process of relating syntactic structures, from the levels of phrases, 

clauses, sentences, and paragraphs to the level of the writing as a whole, to their language-

independent meanings. The basic idea of a semantic grammar system is to simplify the parse 

tree as much as possible, by removing unnecessary nodes or combining some nodes. Instead 

of smaller structures, the semantic grammar approach also provides a special way for 

assigning a name to a certain node in the tree, thus resulting in less ambiguity compared to 

the syntax-based techniques [21]. 

The semantic grammar characterizes the statements in terms of the concepts as opposed to 

the traditional syntactic structure. The language can be described by a set of grammar rules 

which can characterize each concept or relationship. As an example, consider concepts of 

measurements [38]. The concept of measurement requires a quantity to be measured and 

something to measure for the quantity like ‘20 students’. If a concept of measurement is 

applied in other situations, at least these two things are present. In Electrical Environment as 

an example, a measurement is typically expressed by giving the quantity followed by a 

preposition followed by the thing that specifies where to measure as “voltage across C2”, 

“current through R1”. These phrasing can be captured by the grammar rule as 
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       <Measurement>: =< measurable/quantity> <preposition> <part> 

This concept of measurement can be used in other sentences as one part of the sentence as 

“what is the voltage across C2”, “Is the current through transistor R1 equals 2A”. 

Semantic grammars have two advantages over traditional syntactic grammars. They allow 

semantic constraints to be used to make predictions during the parsing process, and they 

provide a useful characterization of those sentences which the system should try to handle 

[38]. The main drawback of the semantic grammar approach is that it requires some prior- 

knowledge of the elements in the domain, therefore making it difficult to port to other 

domains. 

The last technique is known as Intermediate Representation Language. It is very difficult to 

directly translate a sentence parsed by syntax-based techniques into general query language. 

Thus Intermediate representation of a language that maps the sentence into a logical query 

language is needed. The intermediate logical query expresses the meaning of the user’s 

question in terms of high-level world concepts, which are independent of the database 

structure. The logical query is then translated to an expression in the database’s query 

language, and evaluated against the database [21]. Figure 2.1 shows the possible architecture 

of the Intermediate representation system. 

 

                                        Figure 2.1 Intermediate Representation Language 
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In the intermediate representation language approach, the system can be divided into two 

parts. One part starts from a sentence up to the generation of a logical query. The other part 

starts from a logical query until the generation of a database query. In part one, the use of 

logic query languages makes it possible to add reasoning capabilities to the system by 

embedding the reasoning part inside a logic statement [21]. 

2.2 Decision Tree Classifier 

2.2.1 Introduction 

One of the approaches that are used in the natural language interface to the database is a 

machine learning approach. It uses an algorithm that learns from the training dataset and 

predicts the output variable. As the length of the training data increases; its predicting 

capability will also increase [39]. The main advantage of the machine learning approach is 

its flexibility, adaptability, and easy maintainability. Handcrafting rules are not required to 

maintain and adapt to a new environment when something has changed. 

One of the classifier algorithms that are used in the machine learning approach is the 

Decision tree classifier. A decision tree is a classifier expressed as a recursive partition of 

the instance space. The decision tree consists of nodes that form a rooted tree called “root” 

that has no incoming edges. All other nodes have exactly one incoming edge. A node with 

outgoing edges is called an internal or test node. All other nodes are called leaves also 

known as terminal or decision nodes. In a decision tree, each internal node splits the instance 

space into two or more sub-spaces according to a certain discrete function of the input 

attributes values [40]. 

Each leaf is assigned to one class representing the most appropriate target value. 

Alternatively, the leaf may hold a probability vector indicating the probability of the target 

attribute that has a certain value. Instances are classified by navigating them from the root of 

the tree down to a leaf, according to the outcome of the tests along the path. Figure 2.2 

shows an example of a decision tree that predicts whether a given creature is a Mammal or 

Non-Mammal. 

Decision tree induction is closely related to rule induction. Each path from the root of a 

decision tree to one of its leaves can be transformed into a rule simply by conjoining the 

tests along the path to form the antecedent part and taking the leaf’s class prediction as the 
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class value. For example, one of the paths in Figure 2.2 can be transformed into the rule: “If 

the body temperature of a creature is warm, and if it gives Birth, then the creature is 

Mammal”. 

 

 
                           Figure 2.2 Decision Tree for the mammal classification problem 

 

A classification technique (or Classifier) is a systematic approach to building classification 

models from an input data set. The decision tree classifier employs a learning algorithm to 

identify a model that best fits the relationship between the attribute set and the class label of 

the input data. The model generated by a learning algorithm should both fit the input data 

well and correctly predict the class labels of records it has never seen before. Therefore, a 

key objective of the learning algorithm is to build models with good generalization 

capability; i.e. the models that accurately predict the class labels of unknown records [41].   

The general approach for solving a classification problem is shown in Figure 2.3. As you 

can see, the training data set which consisting of records whose class labels are known must 

be provided in the first place. The training set is used to build the classification model, 

which is subsequently applied to the test set, which consists of records with unknown class 

labels. 

A classification model can be treated as a black box that automatically assigns a class label 

when presented with the attribute sets of an unknown record. Classification techniques are 
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most suited for predicting or describing a data set with binary or nominal categories. They 

are less effective for ordinal categories. 

 

                        Figure 2.3 General approach for building a classification model 

2.2.2 How Decision tree built 

Decision tree inducers are algorithms that automatically construct a decision tree from a 

given dataset. In principle, there are exponentially many decision trees that can be 

constructed from a given set of attributes. Typically, the goal is to find the optimal decision 

tree by minimizing the generalization error. Efficient algorithms have been developed to 

induce a reasonably accurate, suboptimal decision tree in a reasonable amount of time. 

These algorithms usually employ a greedy strategy that grows a decision tree by making a 

series of locally optimum decisions about which attribute to use for partitioning the data. 

One such algorithm is Hunt’s algorithm, which is the basis of much existing decision tree 

classifier algorithm including ID3, C4.5, and CART [41]. 

In hunt’s algorithm, a decision tree is grown recursively by partitioning the training records 

into successive subsets. Let Dt be the set of training records that are associated with node t 

and y= {y1, y2, …, yc} be the class labels. The following is a recursive definition of Hunt’s 

algorithm. 
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Step 1:  If all records in Dt belongs to the same class yt, then t is a leaf node labeled as yt 

Step 2: if Dt contains a record that belongs more than one class, an attribute test condition is 

selected to partition the records into a smaller subset. A child node is created for each 

outcome of the test conditions and the records in Dt are distributed to the children based on 

the outcome. The algorithm is recursively applied to each child node. 

A learning algorithm for inducing decision trees must address the splitting of the training 

records and the endpoint that stops the splitting procedure. A decision tree induction 

algorithm needed to provide a method for expressing attribute test conditions and its 

corresponding outcome for different attribute types. The common test conditions are Binary 

attributes, Nominal attributes, Ordinal attributes, and continuous attributes. 

Many measures can be used to determine the best way to split the records. These measures 

are defined in terms of the class distribution of the records before and after splitting. Let 

p(i|t) denotes the fraction of records belonging to class I at a given node t. The measures 

developed for selecting the best split are often based on the degree of impurity of the child 

nodes. The smaller the degree of the impurity, the more skewed the class distribution. For 

example, a node with a class distribution (0, 1) has zero impurity, whereas a node with a 

uniform class distribution (0.5, 0.5) has the highest impurity. 

Some example of impurity measures includes Entropy, Gini, and classification error as 

shown in formula 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3. Where c represents the number of classes 

               Entropy (t) = -∑ p(i|t)log2 p(i|t)
𝑐−1

𝑖=0
------------------------------------------------ (2.1) 

               Gini (t) =1- ∑ [𝑝(𝑖|𝑡)]2𝑐−1

𝑖=0
 ------------------------------------------------------------ (2.2) 

               Classification Error (t) =1- max
𝑖

[𝑝(𝑖|𝑡)]--------------------------------------------- (2.3) 

One advantage of the Decision tree classifiers is they are self–explanatory and when 

compacted they are also easy to follow. In other words, if the decision tree has a reasonable 

number of leaves, it can be grasped by non–professional users. Furthermore, decision trees 

can be converted to a set of rules. Thus, this representation is considered as comprehensible. 
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The next advantage is that it can handle both nominal and numeric input attributes. Its 

representation is rich enough to represent any discrete– value classifier. Decision trees are 

capable of handling datasets that may have errors, missing values. It is considered to be a 

nonparametric method as the decision trees have no assumptions about the spatial 

distribution and the classifier structure [40]. 

On the other hand, the disadvantage of the decision trees is that since they use the “divide 

and conquer” method, they tend to perform well if a few highly relevant attributes exist, but 

less so if many complex interactions are present. One of the reasons for this is that other 

classifiers can compactly describe a classifier that would be very challenging to represent 

using a decision tree. Its greedy characteristic makes the decision tree to be over-sensitive to 

the training set, to irrelevant attributes, and noise.   

2.3 Amharic Language Structure 

2.3.1 Ethiopic Script 

Ethiopia is one of the oldest countries which have their alphabet that has evolved through 

many forms over centuries. Ethiopia has 83 different languages with up to 200 different 

dialects spoken [43]. The Ethiopic script is a general term coined for Ethiopian Semitic 

languages, such as Amharic, Geez, Tigrigna, Guragegna, etc, and the script has been used in 

the country as a unique writing system since the fifth century. Amharic remained the 

working language of the federal government of Ethiopia and the language grew as the 

second most spoken Semitic language in the world next to Arabic [42]. 

The Amharic writing system is consisting of a standardized set of Ethiopic alphabet called 

feddel. It is written in tabular form with rows and columns. There are 33 basic rows and 7 

basic columns apart from some derived letters. The seven columns represent the vocal 

sounds of characters in the order of ä, u, i, a, e, ǝ, and o which stands for the first, second, 

third, fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh character [42]. 
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          Figure 2. 4 Some of Ethiopic script       

The first column in each row (ä sound) represents basic characters and other columns (u, i, 

a,e, ǝ,o sounds) show modified characters. Thus, the Ethiopic script is a writing system in 

which vowel sounds (modifiers) are denoted by diacritical marks or other systematic 

modification of the basic characters. 

2.3.2 Amharic Word Class 

A word class is a set of words that display the same formal properties, especially their 

inflections and distribution. The term word class is similar to the part of speech. Sometimes 

they are also called grammatical category, lexical category, and syntactic category [44]. All 

words of The Amharic language belong to this word class. 

Regarding the number of word class in the Amharic language, two ideas are raised, some 

researchers categorize Amharic word class into eight and some researchers categorize 

Amharic word class into 5 word-classes [45, 46, 47, 48]. Since this Master’s research  

doesn’t want to go deep into parts of word classes, it uses the second option so that the word 

classes are Noun, Verb, Adjective, Adverb, and Preposition. 

The Amharic Nouns are words used to name or identify a class of things, people, places, 

ideas, etc. or any subset (member) of these classes. The Amharic noun can be formed in two 

ways, either Primitive or Derived [45]. If the Amharic noun exists in its original form like 

(mǝsa, lunch), the Amharic nouns are called primitive. On the other hand, if they originated 
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or derived from other categories specially Nouns, Verbs and they are formed in various 

ways either by contraction (e.g. lamǝ, a cow from lahǝme) or by change (e.g. kǝdusǝ, holy 

from kädäsä) or augmentation of their letters (e.g. tänagari, the speaker from tänagärä and 

lǝdätǝ, birth from wälädä), they are called derived Amharic Nouns.  

Considering the termination of Amharic Nouns, they can end in any of the seven sounds 

except the first [49]. Examples include kǝfu, bad when they end with second, gǝbi, inside 

whey they end with a third sound, Leba, thief when they end with the forth sound, zǝmare, 

song when they end with a fifth sound, lamǝ, cow why they end with a sixth sound, Doro, 

hen when they end with seventh sound. 

The Amharic Verbs are those words that usually come at the end of a complete grammatical 

declarative sentence and used express the action that the sentence does. In Amharic verb, the 

third Muscular single of the preterits in the simple forms of the verb (e.g. käbärä, he buried) 

is considered to be the origin of all the other verbal forms. Amharic Verbs can be marked for 

person, gender, number, case, and tense/aspect. 

The Amharic verb in general can be divided into Active and passive verbs. When the verb is 

active, the subject of the sentence does the verb to the object. Consider the sentence  

   Käbädä �̇�nǝbäsawǝnǝ gädäläwǝ, which can be translated as Käbädä killed the lion -- (2.1) 

The verb gädäläwǝ is an active verb which indicates the subject of the sentence does the 

action to the object. On the other hand, when using the passive verb, the subject of the 

sentence is acted upon. Considering the sentence 

    �̇�nǝbäsawǝ tägädälä which can be translated as the lion was killed ----------------------(2.2) 

In that sentence, the verb tägädälä indicates that an action is acted upon the subject. In the 

Amharic language usually, the passive verb is formed with Amharic character tä (ተ). 

The Adjectives are another Amharic Word class that usually come before nouns and serve as 

modifiers of nouns they precede. In the phrase, gobäzǝ temari, which stands for the clever 

student, the word gobäzǝ/clever is an adjective word which comes before tämari/student and 

used to provide more explanation about that student. 
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The propositions are words which don’t explain a meaning unless they are attached to other 

word class. A preposition can be placed around a given word class in different ways. The 

preposition can appear before a given word to explain a meaning either as a single entity 

(e.g. wede betǝ, to the house) or attached with a word (e.g. käbetǝ, from house). The 

preposition can also found after a word as a single entity like wänǝbärǝ layǝ, on the chair 

which indicates layǝ as a preposition. The final placement of preposition is before and after 

a given word as indicated by the word käwänǝdǝmu garǝ, with his brother. In this case, the 

preposition kä appears before the word wänǝdǝmu through attachment. The next proposition 

garǝ appears as a single entity after the word. 

The Amharic Adverb words are fewer in number and used to modify the verb used in the 

sentence [50]. They are mostly located before the verb to explain more about the action that 

the sentence does. For the statement tolo mäta, which can be translated as he came quickly, 

tolo indicates how quickly the person came. So it is one of the Amharic Adverbs. 

2.3.3 Amharic Phrases 

An Amharic phrase is a group of words that stands together as a single grammatical unit, 

typically as part of a clause or a sentence. A phrase does not contain a subject and a verb 

and, consequently, cannot convey a complete thought as a contrast from clause. It is 

constructed from one or more word categories. Amharic phrases are categorized into noun 

phrases (NP), verb phrase (VP), Adjectival phrase (AdjP), adverbial phrase (AdvP), and 

prepositional phrase (PP) [45]. 

A noun phrase is a phrase that contains head (H) as a noun. An NP can be simple or 

complex. The simple noun phrase consists of a single noun-like �̇�su (he). On the other hand, 

a complex noun phrase consists of a noun as a head and other words like complements, 

specifiers, an adverbial and adjectival modifier that modify the head from a different aspect. 

Consider the phrase ya yätǝlanǝtu tǝlǝku yäsarǝ betǝ which can be translated that 

yesterday’s big thatched house. In this sentence Ya(that), yätǝlanǝtu(yesterday’s), 

tǝlǝku(big), yäsarǝ(thatched), betǝ(house) are the specifier, an adverbial modifier, adjectival 

modifier, adjectival modifier, and finally a head with noun respectively. 
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A verb phrase is a phrase that contains head (H) as a verb and other words like specifier, 

complements, and modifier. Consider the example bämäkina wädä betǝ hedä which can be 

translated as he went to house by car. In this sentence bämäkina(by car), wädä betǝ (to the 

house)are prepositions that modify the verb hedä (went) which is the head of the phrase. 

Thus this sentence is taken as an example of a Verb phrase. 

The Adjectival phrase is a phrase that contains head (H) as an adjective and other word like 

complement, specifier, and modifier. Consider the phrase ya�̇�i bätamǝ konǝjo that can be 

translated as that very beautiful. In this sentence ya�̇�i(that), bätamǝ(very) are the specifier, 

modifier respectively that specifies and modifies the adjective konǝjo(beautiful) which is the 

head of the phrase. Thus this sentence is taken as an example of an Adjectival phrase. 

The prepositional phrase is a phrase that contains head (H) as a preposition and other words 

like noun, noun phrase, verb, and verb phrase. Consider the example, anǝdǝ säwǝ bämǝdǝrǝ 

which can be translated as a man on the earth. In this sentence anǝdǝ, bä are prepositions 

that are attached to säwǝ(man) and mǝdǝrǝ(earth) respectively to form a prepositional 

phrase. 

The Adverbial phrase is a phrase that contains head (H) as an adverb and other words like a 

verb, verb phrase. Consider the phrase kǝfu�̇�a täga�̇�u which can be translated as crashed 

severely. In this sentence kǝfu�̇�a(severely) is an adverb which considered as the head of the 

phrase to form an adverbial phrase. 

2.3.4 Amharic Sentence Construction 

A sentence is an aggregate of words expressing a judgment of the mind. The sentence can be 

simple or complex. The very common constituent parts of every sentence are the subject, 

object, and verb [49]. The subject is the principal or the reigning part of every sentence. It 

also indicates the doer of the action that the sentence performs. In Amharic's sentence, the 

subject might be expressed explicitly or implicitly. In the sentence, käbädä wädä betǝ hädä, 

which can be translated as Käbädä goes to the house, Käbädä is the subject which is 

explicitly expressed before the object and the verb. In other words, for the sentence, wädä 

betǝ hädä, the subject is implicitly expressed by the verb hädä. In every sentence, the 

subject precedes the object and the verb. The subject can also be expressed as a compound 
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subject which consists of several nouns (e.g sämayǝ na mǝdǝre yalǝfalu, Heaven and earth 

shall pass away), Numerals (e.g. �̇�nä�̇�a mäto sämanǝya säwo�̇� hedu, those hundred and 

eighty men have gone)  

The object of a sentence is the person or the thing that receives the action of the verb. It is 

the who or what that the subject does something to. In Amharic language, it is usually 

located before the verb. The object in the Amharic sentence is formed by adding the 

character nǝ(ን) at the end of the object when the active verb is included in the sentence. In 

the statement indicated by 2.1, the object is formed by a combination of �̇�nǝbäsawǝ and nǝ. 

When the passive verb is present in the sentence, it is not required to add nǝ when forming 

an object as it is indicated by sentence 2.2. 

The verb of the sentence is the action word in the sentence that indicates what the subject is 

doing. Along with nouns, verbs are the main part of a sentence or phrase, telling a story 

about what is taking place. In Amharic's sentence, the verb is usually located at the end of 

the sentence as indicated by sentence 2.1 and 2.2. In those sentences the word gädäläwǝ, 

tägädälä are the verbs of the sentence. The Amharic sentence can be classified into three 

categories simple, compound, and complex [51]. In the simple sentence the items which 

form the sentence are not qualified by the modifier, but when modifiers such as adjectives 

are added, the sentence is termed compound. When the modification process reaches the 

point where a clause is produced, the sentence is said to be complex. 

In the simple sentence, the only verbal form is present and the individual items which form 

the sentence are not burdened with qualifiers. The simple sentence can be constructed using 

existence assertions like näwǝ(ነው), honǝ(ሆነ), and predications like mäta (መጣ), 

wäsädä(ወሰደ). The sentence mä�̇�ǝhafu �̇�disǝ näwǝ that can be translated as the book is new, 

is an example of a simple Amharic sentence using existence assertion. The sentence 

tǝlanǝtǝna lǝju mätsǝhafunǝ läne sätä that can be translated as yesterday, the boy gave the 

book to me is an example of a simple sentence using predication [55]. 

In Compound sentence, each of the items in the simple sentence; subject, object, an indirect 

object may be expanded by the addition of adjectives or other modifiers. When this 

expansion process takes place, the sentence is termed a compound sentence. Consider the 

sentence 
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   �̇�nǝdǝ lǝjǝ mätsǝhafunǝ wäsädä that can be translated as one boy take the book --------(2.3) 

As you can see from sentence 2.3, the modifier �̇�nǝdǝ/one modifies the noun boy, thus this 

can be taken as an example of a compound Amharic sentence. 

A complex sentence is one in which the expansion process has developed to the point at 

which a clause is generated. A clause is a subdivision of a sentence, containing a subject and 

a predicate. The complex sentence is formed either using a subordinating particle or gerund 

or infinitive or relative construction [48]. Consider the example 

    Mätsǝhafunǝ lämäwǝsädǝ lǝju mäta, the boy came to take the book---------------------(2.4) 

As you can see from the sentence 2.4, two clauses connected by the infinitive lä(to) to form 

a complex Amharic sentence. 

2.3.5 Punctuation in Amharic 

Punctuation is the use of spacing, conventional signs, and certain typographical devices as 

aids to the understanding and correct reading of the written text. The Amharic language 

punctuations are shown in Table 2.2 

                                Table 2. 2 Amharic punctuation mark 

No Symbol Description 

1 ። It is an Ethiopic full stop(�̇�ratǝ nä�̇�ǝbǝ) used to indicate the end of the 

sentence similar to the English full stop(.) mark 

2 ፡ It is Ethiopic separator (hulätǝ nä�̇�ǝbǝ) used to separate two words. It is used 

interchangeably to space similar to the English separator 

3 ፤ It is an Ethiopic semicolon(dǝrǝbǝ säräzǝ) used to join two independent 

clauses similar to English semicolon (;) mark 

4 ፣ It is an Ethiopic comma (nätäla säräzǝ) used to separate words and word 

groups in a simple series of three or more items. It is the same as the English 

comma(,) mark 

5 ? It is an Ethiopic question mark (tǝyaqe mǝlǝkǝtǝ) used to indicate question in 

the sentence.  
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6 ፝፝፝፥ It is an Ethiopic colon used as a mark before giving a list of nouns ideas, 

phrases. It is the same as English colon(:) mark 

7 “” It is an Ethiopic quotation mark (tǝmǝhǝrǝtä  �̇�ǝqǝsǝ) used to indicate that is 

being reproduced word for word or when someone else’s word is specified in 

other writing. 

2.4 Structured Query Language structure 

The name SQL is derived from Structured Query Language. Originally, SQL was called 

SEQUEL and was designed and implemented at IBM Research as the interface for an 

experimental relational database system. SQL is now the standard language for commercial 

relational DBMSs [1]. A joint effort by ANSI and ISO has led to a standard version of SQL 

(ANSI 1986) called SQL-86 or SQL. Structured Query Language is a query language that is 

standardized by the American National Standards Institute for most commercial RDBMS. 

To retrieve or update information users execute 'queries' (SQL Statements) to pull or modify 

the requested information from the database using criteria that are defined by the user. SQL 

supports DDL and DML [52]. In this section, basic data manipulation queries i.e. select, 

update, and delete will be presented. 

2.4.1 Data Retrieving Queries 

SQL has one basic statement for retrieving information from a database: the SELECT 

statement. This query is together with other keywords to extract information from the 

database. The basic form of the SELECT statement, sometimes called a mapping or a select-

from-where block, is formed of the three clauses SELECT, FROM, and WHERE and has the 

following form [1] 

                          SELECT   < attribute list > 

                           FROM      < table list > 

                          WHERE     < condition> 

where < attribute list >, < table list >, < condition > indicates a list of attribute names whose 

values are to be retrieved by a query, list of relation names required to process the query, a 
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condition (Boolean) expression that identifies the tuples to be retrieved by the query 

respectively. 

In SQL, the basic logical comparison operators for comparing attribute values with one 

another and with literal constants are =, <=, >, >=, and <>. Consider the following query 

which retries the birth date and address of an employee named John Smith as an example,  

   Select BDate, Address from Employee where Fname= ‘Jhon’ and Lname= ‘Smith’ -- (2.4) 

This query involves only the EMPLOYEE relation listed in the FROM clause. The query 

selects the EMPLOYEE tuples that satisfy the condition of the WHERE clause, then selects 

the result on the BDATE and ADDRESS attributes listed in the SELECT clause. 

In the select SQL query, the WHERE clause is optional so that it may be missed from the 

select query. The absence of the WHERE clause indicates as non-conditions are specified on 

tuple selection; hence, all tuples of the relationships specified in the FROM clause qualify 

and are selected for the query result. To retrieve the birth date and address of all employees, 

the previous query 2.4 can be written as query 2.5 

    Select BDate, Address from Employee ------------------------------------------------------ (2.5) 

To retrieve all the attribute values of the selected tuples, we do not have to list the attribute 

names explicitly in SQL; we just specify an asterisk (*), which stands for all the attributes. 

To retrieve all attributes of the employee relation, the previous query can be written as query 

2.6 

    Select * from Employee where Fname= ‘Jhon’ and Lname= ‘Smith’-------------------- (2.6) 

One feature of SQL allows comparison conditions on only parts of a character string, using 

the LIKE comparison operator. This can be used for string pattern matching. Partial strings 

are specified using two reserved characters: % replaces an arbitrary number of zero or more 

characters, and the underscore (_) replaces a single character. An example is shown in query 

2.7 which retrieve all employees whose address is in ‘Addis Ababa’ 

    Select Fname, Lname from Employee where Address like ‘%Addis Ababa %’--------(2.7) 
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SQL allows the user to order the tuples in the result of a query by the values of one or more 

attributes, using the ORDER BY clause. The query in 2.8 retrieves the name of the 

employee in the first name ascending order 

    Select Fname, Lname from Employee order by Fname ASC ----------------------------- (2.8) 

The default order is in ascending order of values. Specifying the keyword DESC displays 

the result in descending order of values. The keyword ASC can be used to specify ascending 

order explicitly 

Because grouping and aggregation are required in many database applications, SQL has 

features that incorporate these concepts. Several built-in functions like COUNT, SUM, 

MAX, MIN, and AVG exist. The COUNT function returns the number of tuples or values as 

specified in a query. The functions SUM, MAX, MIN, and AVG are applied to a set or 

multi-set of numeric values and return, respectively, the sum, maximum value, minimum 

value, and average (mean) of those values. Query 2.9 finds the sum of the salaries of all 

employees, the maximum salary, the minimum salary, and the average salary of the 

employees. 

   Select SUM(salary), MAX(salary), MIN(salary), AVG(salary) from Employee---------(2.9) 

In SQL, aggregate functions to subgroups of tuples in a relation, where the subgroups are 

based on some attribute values can be applied. In these cases, the relation is partitioned into 

non-overlapping subsets (or groups) of tuples. Each group (partition) will consist of the 

tuples that have the same value of some attribute(s), called the grouping attribute(s). Then 

the function is applied to each such group independently. SQL has a GROUP BY clause for 

this purpose. The GROUP BY clause specifies the grouping attributes, which should also 

appear in the SELECT clause so that the value resulting from applying each aggregate 

function to a group of tuples appears along with the value of the grouping attribute(s). Query 

2.10 partitions the employee based the department and finds the average salary of the 

partitioned subgroups. 

  Select DNO, COUNT(*),AVG(salary) from Employee GROUP BY DNO -------------(2.10) 
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SQL provides a HAVING clause, which can appear in conjunction with a GROUP BY 

clause. HAVING provides a condition on the group of tuples associated with each value of 

the grouping attributes. Only the groups that satisfy the condition are retrieved in the result 

of the query. Query 2.11 shows only those partitioned departments whose average salary is 

greater than 10,000 

    Select DNO,COUNT(*),AVG(salary) from Employee GROUP BY DNO HAVING      

    AVG(salary) > 10,000 ------------------------------------------------------------------------ (2.11) 

2.4.2 Data Updating Queries 

The UPDATE command is used to modify attribute values of one or more selected tuples. A 

WHERE clause in the UPDATE command selects the tuples to be modified from a single 

relation. However, updating a primary key value may propagate to the foreign key values of 

tuples in other relations if such a referential triggered action is specified in the referential 

integrity constraints of the DDL. An additional SET clause in the UPDATE command 

specifies the attributes to be modified and their new values. Query 2.12 updates the project 

name and the department number of project 10. 

   Update Project set PLocation= ‘Bellaire’ and DNUM=5 WHERE PNumber=10 ----- (2.12) 

2.4.3 Data Deleting Queries 

The DELETE command removes tuples from a relation. It includes a WHERE clause, 

similar to that used in an SQL query, to select the tuples to be deleted. Tuples are explicitly 

deleted from only one table at a time. However, the deletion may propagate to tuples in 

other relations if referential triggered actions are specified in the referential integrity 

constraints of the DDL. 

Depending on the number of tuples selected by the condition in the WHERE clause, zero, 

one, or several tuples can be deleted by a single DELETE command. A missing WHERE 

clause specifies that all tuples in the relation are to be deleted; however, the table remains in 

the database as an empty table. Query 2.13 deletes the record whose last name is ‘Brown’ 

       Delete from Employee where LName= ‘Brown’ --------------------------------------- (2.13) 
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2.5 Spring Boot 

The Spring Framework has been around for over a decade and has found a place as the de 

facto standard framework for developing Java applications. Spring Boot makes it easy to 

create stand-alone, production-grade Spring based Applications that you can "just run”. 

Spring Boot makes the life of a developer a lot easier by providing important debug and 

deployment tools [53]. 

Spring started as a lightweight alternative to Java Enterprise Edition (JEE, or J2EE as it was 

known at the time). Rather than develop components as heavyweight Enterprise JavaBeans 

(EJBs), spring offered a simpler approach to enterprise Java development, utilizing 

dependency injection and aspect-oriented programming to achieve the capabilities of EJB 

with plain old Java objects (POJOs) [54]. 

But while spring was lightweight in terms of component code, it was heavyweight in terms 

of configuration. Initially, spring was configured with XML (and lots of it). Spring 2.5 

introduced annotation-based component-scanning, which eliminated a great deal of explicit 

XML configuration for an application’s components. And Spring 3.0 introduced a Java-

based configuration as a type-safe and refactor able option to XML. 

Spring Boot performs four core tricks to spring application development. The first trick is its 

auto-configuration so that the spring boot can automatically provide configuration for 

application functionality common to many spring applications. The next trick is that it 

provides for the developer to tell the kind of functionality that developers what to include 

through starter dependencies. With this dependency, the required libraries will be added to 

the build. Additionally, the spring boot provides a command-line interface that lets the 

developer write complete applications with just application code, but no need for a 

traditional project build. Finally, it provides an insight into what’s going on inside of a 

running Spring Boot application [54]. 

Spring Boot helps the developer in integrating the application with several frameworks, 

configuration management, Logging, Transaction Management, Error/Exception handling, 

Monitoring, and health care, integrating unit testing, and mocking frameworks. It also takes 

the responsibility of managing versions of dependent libraries. 
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The reason that the developers want to use spring boot is that it reduces project start-up time. 

The developers will add frameworks and spring boot automatically configures the 

framework. It also provides a feature called starter project which helps to quickly add 

specific features to the application. It makes life easier for the developer by providing debug 

and deployment tools. 

On the other hand, spring is not an application server so that it is impossible to create web 

applications as self-executable JAR files that can be run at the command line without 

deploying applications to a conventional Java application server. Spring Boot accomplishes 

this by embedding a servlet container (Tomcat, Jetty, or Undertow) within the application. 

Spring Boot doesn’t implement any enterprise Java specifications such as JPA or JMS. It 

does support several enterprise Java specifications, but it does so by automatically 

configuring beans in spring that support those features. Spring Boot doesn’t employ any 

form of code generation to accomplish its magic. Instead, it leverages conditional 

configuration features from Spring 4, along with transitive dependency resolution offered by 

Maven and Gradle, to automatically configure beans in the spring application context [53] 
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Chapter Three: Related Work 

3.1 Introduction 

Natural Language Interface to the Database is one of the popular research areas in the world 

with the advancement of Natural language processing. A natural language interface to a 

database is a system that allows the user to access information stored in a database by typing 

requests expressed in some natural language (e.g. English, Hindi, and Amharic). This was 

introduced because asking questions to databases in natural language is a convenient and 

easy method of data access, especially for casual users who do not understand complex 

database query language such as SQL [3]. As compared to other languages, many types of 

research have been done on English language Interface to the database using various 

techniques. In other languages like Hindi, Marathi few types of research have been done 

using rule-based techniques. In this chapter, researches which are related to the Natural 

language interface to the database will be presented. 

3.2 NLIDB for non-Amharic Languages 

Garima Singh and Arun Solanki [5] developed an intelligent interface using a semantic 

matching technique that translates natural language query to SQL using a set of production 

rules and data dictionary. The research is specifically designed to accept English questions 

as input. The data dictionary consists of semantics sets for relations and attributes. A series 

of steps like lower case conversion, tokenization, speech tagging, database element, and 

SQL element extraction is used to convert Natural Language Query (NLQ) to SQL Query. 

The transformed query is executed and the results are obtained by the user. The system is 

developed and implemented in PHP, HTML, CSS, and JavaScript as front-end and the 

database is implemented in MySQL as the back-end. To test the developed system, a 

question set consisting of 28 NLQ questions and 50 NLQ questions were fired and an 

accuracy of 82.1% was achieved.  

Prasun Kanti et al [6] used rule-based techniques to convert simple English written questions 

to questions to SQL in the areas of Natural language Interface to Database. They used tools 

like Morphological, Lexical, and Syntactic and Semantic analysis to process the English 

written statements. Then they developed an algorithm that identifies the attributes, the tables 
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to which the attributes belong, and conditions or values, if any, specified by the user. The 

research was limited to handle simple SELECT queries. 

Prof.Khan Tabrez et al [7] solved the limitation of other research in such a way that it 

handles both simple and complex Data manipulation queries like nested, join, group, order, 

queries, etc. The research is specifically designed to accept questions written in the English 

language.  It is based on the rule-based techniques which consist of three modules namely 

Domain Establishment, Linguistics component, and Data Base components. The Domain 

Establishment is responsible for the user account and database creation. The second 

component, the Linguistics component is responsible for translating natural language input 

to a logical query using morphological, syntactic, and semantic analysis. The Database 

component is used for SQL generation, execution, and displayed the result back to the user. 

Abhilasha Kate, et al [8] added other capabilities to the previous rule-based conversion 

techniques in such a way that the system handled natural language queries expressed in 

speech. It is designed to handle English statements as input. Using their system, users can 

also enter the query using speech. The system will convert speech into the text format. This 

query will get transformed into the SQL query. The system will execute the query and gives 

output to the user.  

K.Javubar Sathick, et al [9] developed a generic Framework for semantic query conversion 

in social Web sources. The research is designed for the English Language. Morphological, 

Lexical, Syntactic, and Semantic analysis and Mapping tables are some of the techniques 

used by the research. It was implemented using java as the front end and SQL Server as the 

back end. The authors prepared 3 tables in the SQL Server database for testing the 

developed system. 

Pengcheng Yin et al [10] unlike the previous researches which focus on the translation of 

English Natural language to structured query language using rule-based techniques, used a 

Neural Network-based model that learns to understand queries and execute them on a 

knowledge base table from examples of queries and answers. It finds distributed 

representations of queries and KB tables, and executes queries through a series of neural 

network components called “executors”. Executors model query operations and compute 
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intermediate execution results in the form of table annotations at different levels. NEURAL 

ENQUIRER can be trained with gradient descent, with which the representations of queries 

and the KB table are jointly optimized with the query execution logic. 

Pooja A.Dhomne et al [11] developed a natural language interface to the database for Hindi 

and Marathi language. The system uses both semantic and syntactic grammar system 

architecture. The architecture contains Syntactic Analysis, Token analyzer Spelling checker, 

Ambiguity reduction. It has two sub-components of NLIDB. The first component, the 

Linguistic Component is responsible for translating natural language input into a formal 

query and generating a natural language response based on the results from the database 

search. The second component, the database component performs traditional Database 

Management functions. 

Mr. Mahesh Chauhan et al [12] developed a Natural language interface to the database using 

rule-based techniques for the Hindi language. The research explains the advantage of 

Natural language Interface to Database (NLIDB) in such a way that it handles negation and 

quantification type of questions and avoids learning artificial languages. Their proposed 

system involves Lexicon and Tokenizer which retrieve the set of tokens that contain word 

stem from the word stem and given a token t, retrieve the set of database elements matching 

t. The lexicon and Tokenizer further involve several steps like Tokenizer, Morph Analyser, 

Postagger, Chunker, Head Computation so that it divides the tokens according to their 

syntactic category. 

Rashid et al [13] developed an algorithm that efficiently maps a natural language query 

interface to the database for the Urdu language. The research first tokenizes the statements 

expressed in the Urdu language, extracts patterns, and converts statements to SQL using 

attribute value mapping algorithms. They designed a domain-specific dictionary to keep the 

synonyms of the columns and tables names. They tested their algorithm two query sets with 

a total of 400 queries that were collected from users of the relevant departments. The first 

query set was to query the School Management System and the second was to query the 

Employee Information System. They achieved an average accuracy of 86% and 84% 

respectively. 
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Rodolfo et al [14] developed a natural language interface to relational databases for the 

Spanish language. The architecture of the querying system is consisting of two modules: 

The query module and Domain Customization module. The Query module is responsible for 

converting the user input to SQL expressing after it was processed by a lexical parser, 

syntax checker, and semantics analyzer. The Domain Customization module is used to 

customize and maintain the data and the dictionaries used by the NLP modules of the 

system. 

3.3 NLIDB for Amharic Language 

Anwar Indris [55] constructed a query constructor framework for a web-based search 

interface to relational databases. It focuses on improving keyword and synonyms based on 

searching on relational databases using a query constructor framework over a set of 

databases by constructing a combined database schema. The users are expected to input a 

keywords and the system returns all information related to that keyword from the combined 

database schema. It was designed in three-tier architecture and consisted of query text pre-

processing, query constructor, SQL query manager, and generating display steps. For its 

evaluation, five individuals of the mixed level of expertise have been randomly selected 

from the commercial bank of the Ethiopia service desk department. From many in-house 

developed database applications of commercial banks of Ethiopia, four of them were 

selected for the construction of the combined database schema. Its evaluation was expressed 

in terms of user-level satisfaction and it was about 67.5% that the system responds the 

relevant result to the provided search keywords. 

To the best of the Author’s knowledge, there is a single research that has been done for 

Amharic natural language interface to the database which is directly related to this research. 

This is a research done by the Tihitina Petros. 

Tihitina Petros [15] developed the Amharic Natural language Interface to the Database using 

rule-based techniques. The research was designed for the bi-lingual (English - Amharic) 

database since more and more organizations are automating their systems and several 

databases have bilingual contents. The system allows users to access database contents using 

Amharic language statements that are not syntax-based. It identified and used the necessary 

tools and resources such as tokenizer, normalizer, stop word remover, Amharic stemmer, 
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and bi-lingual (Amharic-English) databases, list of the thesaurus, and list of stop words. The 

system selects 10 critical tables of Ethio-Telecom’s Customer Information Database for 

experimental testing. The overall accuracy of the system was evaluated to be 76.5%. 

3.4 Summary 

From the above researches, it is clear to observe that extensive work has been performed in 

the area of Natural language interface to the database. The old researches used rule-based 

techniques to convert simple English relevant statements which mainly involve select 

statements into structured query language. Then the researchers increased the type of the 

English statement in such a way that the system handles more complex SQL queries. With 

the advancement of natural language processing, machine learning techniques have been 

applied to increase the conversion efficiency. By referring to the English language interface 

to the database, researchers have been developed a Natural language interface to the 

database for other languages using different techniques. Since Natural language Interface to 

a database done by the previous researchers on other languages is language-dependent, 

accessing databases using Amharic natural language is required. So far the natural language 

interface to the database for the Amharic language is developed only for SELECT queries 

and it restricts the users only to input pre-described words which are defined by the 

developer. Thus this research is designed to enable users to access information from the 

database using free Amharic plain text without restriction by increasing its efficiency. The 

system is also designed to handle the other data manipulation queries such as update, delete, 

and some additional select queries which are not covered by [15]. The system can be applied 

for the databases either its content is written in one language or a mix of two or more 

languages. 
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Chapter Four: Proposed Solution 

In this chapter, the design and model of the Amharic Database Querying System are 

explained. It starts with the architecture of the ADQS where each component of the system 

that makes up ADQS is described one by one. Some of the components of the system have 

sub-components in which each subcomponent is designed to perform related tasks. Then the 

description of the data preparation and the machine learning algorithm used for 

classification comes next. Finally, description and explanation of all algorithms used for the 

development of this system. 

4.1. Overview of ADQS 

The name ADQS which stands for Amharic Database Querying System is given by the 

authors to represent the prototype system that was developed based on this research. It is a 

web-based application through which the users extract information from the database by 

describing the questions in the Amharic language. The system is designed in such a way that 

the users can type the question using Amharic free plain text without restriction. The system 

then analyzes the Amharic question using the machine learning algorithm and the database 

information through semantic free grammars and generates SQL queries. This structured 

query language is executed by query executor and finally, the required information is 

displayed to the users through a graphical user interface. 

4.2 Architecture of ADQS 

The ADQS system accepts users’ questions which are written in Amharic languages as input 

and after analysis; it then converts into equivalent SQL and finally returns the extracted 

information to the user through the user interface. To perform this all processes, the ADQS 

uses the following modules. 

 Web-based Graphical User Interface 

 Pre-processor 

 Trainer 

 Tags Modifier 

 Query Element Identifier 

 SQL Query Constructor 

 SQL Query Executer 
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Each module is designed to perform specific tasks and produce the output which is used as 

an input for the next module. The system is divided into modules based on the similarity of a 

task that they are performing. All modules which are used in this system are indicated by the 

architecture of ADQS as shown in Figure 4.1 

 

                                                    Figure 4.1  Architecture of ADQS 

4.3 Web-based Graphical User Interface 

This is the first component of the system through which the users must submit the questions 

to the system. The main function of this module is to accept the users’ questions to the 

system and display back the result to the users. 

Based on the languages used for writing questions, the graphical user interface accepts three 

types of questions. The first types of questions are purely Amharic as the characters are 

written in the Amharic language. The concepts or meanings are also expressed using 

Amharic semantics. The second type of question is mixed with English characters. Some of 

the attributes or table names are commonly known in English languages and they may or 

may not have a direct translation to the Amharic language. The users may describe these 

words as it is using characters of the English language. The last type of user’s question is 
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Amharic in syntax and English in semantics. Such types of questions are written purely 

using Amharic characters but the meanings are expressed in the English language. 

In this research, to facilitate the interaction that the users have made with the ADQS system, 

a graphical user interface has been developed using Java programming language and spring 

boot framework. The Java programming language is preferred due to its interacting 

capability with python and familiarity of the authors. 

The graphical user interface that has been developed in this research has two major 

functions in addition to its advantages as compared to the command-line interface. First, it 

accepts the user’s question which is written in Amharic language or a combination of 

Amharic words with English words. Since the back end is developed with python 

programming, this user interface must provide the inputs to the back end module in the way 

that must be understood by the python. The Process Builder option is used to send this 

Amharic question inputs to the python module. The reason that this option is preferred that 

the input questions contain characters other than English or a combination of Amharic and 

English characters. 

The second major function of the user interface is to accept the output which is produced by 

the back end module which is specially made up of python programming. Then it displays 

the output back to the user in a friendly environment. If the user question is asked using the 

select clause, the selected result is displayed on the grid view where the user can export the 

data in excel format. If the user question is asked using the update or the delete clause, a 

confirmation or error message is displayed to the users. Figure 4.2 shows the process flow of 

the graphical user interface. 
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                              Figure 4. 2  Process of Graphical user Interface 

As you can see from Figure 4.2, the graphical user interface accepts Amharic statements 

which are written in Amharic language or combinations of Amharic and English words. 

These are given to the Back End module which uses a python programming language to 

process the Amharic statements. After analysis and generation, the back end module sends 

back the English SQL query, Amharic query, and clause to the graphical user interface. The 

graphical user interface sends the English SQL query to the database engine for execution. 

The AmQuery refers an equivalent SQL which are expressed using Amharic characters. The 

clause is used to identify the results which are displayed back to the user in the select, 

update and delete cases. The Database Engine returns the result to the graphical user 

interface. Finally, based on the clause given by the back end module, the graphical user 

interface displays the output result or the confirmation message to the user. 

The algorithm which is developed for the graphical user interface is shown in Annex A. As 

you see, there are two main algorithms. One of them is used to find SQL Query with the 

help of the back end module as indicated by the FindQuery () method and the second is used 
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to execute the generated SQL with the help of the database engine as indicated by 

ExecuteQuery (). 

The Find Query in Annex C first accepts whatever is given by the back end module and 

makes some analysis based on the sequence of the sentences returned by the back end 

module. After that, it will decide whether the returned sentences are a correct SQL query or 

an error message using the ErrorOrSuccess () method. 

On the other hand, the execution query begins execution after a correct SQL query is 

generated by the back end module. The users may decide whether execution to be continued 

or not based on their interest. The executed query first makes a connection with the database 

based on the database name which is selected by the user. Then the clause returned by the 

back end module, determines whether the required information to be retrieved from the 

database or a confirmation of update or delete query. 

4.4 Pre-processor 

Apart from the graphical user interface, the remaining modules are called back end module. 

These modules are the basic modules which perform the logic behind the ADQS system. 

They are developed using Python programming language. They accept user’s questions from 

the graphical user interface. They start with the pre-processing module and ends with query 

generation. The constructed query is also returned to the graphical user interface by the 

query constructor module.  

The first component of the back end module is the pre-processor. The plain Amharic text 

which comes from the user goes to the pre-processor component for further analysis. This 

component has three major modules which are described below. 

 Cleaning and Separation 

 Stemming 

 Numbers Identification, Conversion, and Concatenation 
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4.4.1 Cleaning and Separation 

In this module mainly the following four important activities namely cleaning, synonym 

character conversion, and quotation identification, concatenated word separation and finally 

short word expansion are performed.  

The first task that is performed by the pre-processor module is cleaning. The ADQS allows 

the user to write the question using Amharic free plain text so that the question may contain 

many characters that are not necessary for the system. Thus this module is responsible to 

remove these unwanted characters like stop words, punctuation marks. Additionally, the 

user may attach the punctuation marks which might be useful or not useful for the system. 

These unwanted punctuation marks must be unattached and removed from the sentence. 

Finally, the whole sentence is split into each constituent word based on the type of the 

separation character inputted by the user. 

The second task that is performed by the pre-processor module is to convert synonym 

characters to some fixed representation. One feature of the Amharic characters which makes 

different from other language characters is that it has various character representations for a 

single word. For example, a single word ‘ሀ’ can be represented as 'ሐ', 'ኀ'. Thus these 

synonym characters must be converted to a single common word that can be understood by 

the system. 

Some of the where or update value that consists of multiple words might be expressed under 

quotation as a single word like ‘ADAM CONSTRUCTION PLC’. Since in the ADQS 

system, each separated word is treated as a single word, the system must identify such cases 

and convert them into a single word as ‘ADAM_CONSTRUCTION_PLC’. This is what the 

quotation identifier component performs during pre-processing. 

When concatenated word separation comes, in the user’s question some important character 

or word might be attached to some other word as like በ07/06/2020. The first letter is a stop 

word which is unnecessary for the system but the second word is date value which is useful 

for the system. These must be separated and treated individually as በ and 07/06/2020. The 

process flow is indicated in Figure 4.3. 
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                              Figure 4. 3 Cleaning and separation 

As you can see from Figure 4.3, the cleaner accepts free Amharic text or a combination of 

Amharic words and English words. The cleaner checks the presence of stop punctuation 

marks which are defined in the array and removes if they present. On the contrary, if the 

useful punctuation marks are attached to some other word, the cleaner treats each required 

word as a separate character and finally split the word based on the white space. The 

algorithm is shown in Algorithm 4.1. 

 

Algorithm 4. 1 Cleaner  
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4.4.2 Stemming 

This is the second part of the pre-processing module where the Amharic questions entered 

by the users are converted into its equivalent stems. This is a very important part of the 

ADQS system as every word is represented as a single or a few words. In this research only 

stem of the common words such as words found in the dictionary, aggregate words, 

conditions words are stored. If the system finds a word which is not found in these stem 

collection, its stem word is represented as an empty string. The system is designed in this 

way to save preparation time, resources, and execution time. Secondly, it is also important 

for the system to decide whether the word is required for query generation. The process 

done by the stemmer is shown in Figure 4.4. 

 

                                Figure 4. 4  Stemmer 

Since the ADQS system is accepting some English words, finding the stem of an Amharic 

word must be separated from finding the stem of an English Word. The algorithm for 

finding the stem of the Amharic word is shown in Annex B. Some Amharic Words are 

exceptional to the Stemmer due to their unique features. These words are taken as an 

exception and the algorithms are designed to escape these words. The first thing that the 

Stemmer does is it finds the Prefix and suffix Indexes. Once the prefix and suffix indexes 

are determined, the stemmer removes these prefixes and suffixes using the algorithm as 
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shown Annex B. The next task of the stemmer is converting the last character into sixth 

sound as the stem of the words are stored in such fashion. The character conversion relies on 

the Unicode representation of the Amharic characters as you can see in the Convert 

Character Method. 

4.4.3 Numbers Identification, Conversion, and Concatenation 

In this module, the following three important activities namely identification of numbers 

written in letters, concatenation of words with the hyphen and finally enclosing values with 

quotations are performed. 

Since in SQL, the numbers are understood as they are written as a digit, there must be a 

mechanism that converts numbers written in Amharic letters into its correspondence digits. 

For example, the numbers written in Amharic letters as ‘ሁለት መቶ ሀምሳ ዘጠኝ’ must be 

converted into 259. 

Some of the attributes and names used in the tables of a given database are described with 

the combination of two or more words. This is because some common words can be used in 

many ways to represent different events or different things. For example, the word name can 

be combined with other words such as Father, Mother, and Wife to identify whether it 

represents Father’s name, Mother’s name, or Wife’s Name. These words are not quite 

enough to express a given entity. Similarly, for the single word container, it doesn’t say 

whether it refers to container number or container size, or container type. The same applies 

to the Amharic language also. The Amharic words ‘የአባት ስም’, ‘ኮንቴይነር ቁጥር’, ‘ገቢ ሙሉ ኮንቴይነር’ 

must be concatenated and represented as a single word with the help of hyphen as ‘የአባት_ስም’, 

‘ኮንቴይነር_ቁጥር’, ‘ገቢ_ሙሉ_ኮንቴይነር’. In this case, both the Amharic questions entered by the users 

and their corresponding stems are concatenated for further analysis. 

To avoid ambiguity of identifying a given word as value or attribute, or to give emphasis to 

a given word, it has been a good practice to enclose the value under quotations. In this way, 

the user can easily identify what the statement is talking about. For example, consider the 

statement; the student named ‘Beniyam’ has done his research. This statement talks about a 

single student ‘Beniyam’ since it was emphasized as indicated by a single quotation. The 

word student explains more information about the ‘Beniyam’. Similarly, it will be a good 
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practice to enclose the value under quotation so that the ADQS can easily differentiate it 

from the attributes. Since the user may forget enclosing the value with a quotation, this pre-

processing module puts a quotation before and after the end of the word. Thus the Amharic 

statement ‘በቀን 07/20/2020 ወደብ የደረሱ ሙሉ ኮንቴይነሮችን አምጣልኝ’ must be converted into ‘በቀን 

‘07/20/2020’ ወደብ የደረሱ ሙሉ ኮንቴይነሮችን አምጣልኝ’ which can be translated as ‘give me the name 

of full containers which arrived by the date ‘07/20/2020’. Figure 4.5 shows the process flow 

of the pre-processor module which is responsible for performing the above-mentioned 

points. 

 

           Figure 4. 5 Numbers identification, concatenation, and Enclosing 

As you can see from Figure 4.5, the user’s question may contain a number, separated, and 

unenclosed values. These all inputs are converted into the appropriate format required by the 

ADQS system. The algorithm for number identification first searches each word in the 
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numbers dictionary and converts the letters into numbers using an algorithm. The algorithm 

for the numeric identifier is shown in Annex C. The dictionary that is used for the numbers 

is also shown in Annex D. 

If the users’ questions contain two or more names of the attributes, tables, or some common 

words defined in the ADQS system next to each other, the pre-process module is also 

responsible for concatenating these words. The system treats these concatenated words as a 

single word for further analysis. The algorithm developed in the ADQS system for 

concatenating these words is shown in Annex E.  

It would be better for the system, if where and update values are enclosed with a quotation 

by the user. This is taken as one feature of identifying database elements from stop words. 

This is also a usual practice in linguistics to emphasize a given word. If the users forget 

enclosing where and update values, the pre-processor module identifies and makes a 

quotation based on some general facts. The algorithm used for quotation insertion is given in 

Algorithm 4.2. 

 

                                Algorithm 4. 2 Algorithm for quotation insertion 
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4.5 Trainer 

This module deals with the machine learning algorithm that is used in the ADQS system. In 

this module, data preparation, features identification and classifier training are covered. 

Since this research uses a machine-learning algorithm, it is required to prepare data sets that 

are used to train the classifier. For this research, The Decision Tree classifier algorithm uses 

about 352 Amharic questions that are prepared manually. Each question is made up of a 

minimum of 4 or a maximum of 20 words. Thus the algorithm trained on average of 3520 

words. 

There are no publically available Tagged Amharic questions that are used to extract 

information from the database. Thus the authors prepared the dataset which composed of a 

word and tag combinations. In this research, a total of 11 tags or output variables are defined 

as shown in Table 4.1. The Amharic questions are collected by converting English questions 

that are intended to extract information from the databases. Specifically, English questions 

found in [1] and [57] are used to prepare the Amharic questions. These questions are 

prepared in such a way that their main purpose is to extract or update or delete records of the 

tables which are defined in the ADQS. The system uses two major databases of the 

Ethiopian Shipping and Logistics Service Enterprise for implementation. Thus these all 

Amharic questions are prepared to extract or update or delete information that is found in 

these two databases. 

After Amharic question preparation, each word of the sentence was tagged with one of the 

output variables. Thus a single statement is split into words and each word is tagged with an 

appropriate tag and stored as a single Amharic question. The system is capable of adding a 

new Amharic statement into the training dataset by tagging each word with the output 

variable. Algorithm 4.3 shows the algorithm used to tag each word and serializes it in the 

training dataset as a pickled element. The system is also capable of removing the wrongly 

added Amharic question from the dataset.  

The training and test dataset are serialized as a pickled element using pickle built-in modules 

of python. The pickle is used because the machine learning algorithm needs to be saved to 

make new predictions at a later time without having to rewrite everything again. 
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Additionally, once the data sets are pickled, it can be saved on disk so that we can move it to 

some other applications easily. 

 
Algorithm 4. 3 Algorithm for preparing the training and test dataset 

Once the users’ questions are submitted to the system, the system identifies important 

features of each word that are used in classification. Some of the important features which 

are taken into consideration for the classification are the word itself, its previous word, its 

next word, part of speech tag of the word, part of speech tag of its previous word, part of 

speech Tag of its next word, the position of the word relative to the verb, position of the 

word relative to the quotations, position of the word relative to the beginning and the end of 

the statement, whether the word contains punctuations, whether the word is an object or a 

subject, whether conjunctions are present between the nouns. 
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Once the features of each word are identified, these features are given to the system to train 

the classifier. The system uses the Decision Tree Classifier machine learning algorithm to 

train and classify the required output. For the training purpose, the authors prepared about 

352 Amharic questions each of them can have an average of 10 words. All of these words 

are tagged with a single letter which can be considered as an output variable. 11 output 

variables are used in the system as shown in Table 4.1. 

                                          Table 4. 1 Output variable 

No. Output Variable Description 

1 T Indicates the name of the table 

2 A It indicates the filter attribute of the table which is attached 

with a value 

3 R It indicates the required attribute of the table needed by the 

user query 

4 W It indicates where value which mostly expressed under 

quotations 

5 V1 It indicates the Select clause 

6 V2 It indicates the Update clause 

7 V3 It indicates the Delete operation 

8 U It indicates update value which mostly expressed under 

quotations 

9 S It indicates stop words which are not required for the 

system 

10 C It indicates conductions 

11 K It indicates a keyword 

 

All words which are used in the training phase are tagged with one of the output variable as 

described in the table. For example, the Amharic question ‘ሰራተኛ “Biniyam Legesse Tsehay” 

የሚናገራቸውን ቋንቋዎች እና የትውልድ ቦታውን ከግል ማህደሩ አሳየኝ’ is tagged as  

[('ሰራተኛ', 'A'), ('“', 'S'), ('Biniyam_Legesse_Tsehay', 'W'), ('”', 'S'), ('የሚናገራቸውን', 'S'), 

('ቋንቋዎች', 'R'), ('እና', 'C'), ('የትውልድ_ቦታውን', 'R'), ('ከግል_ማህደሩ', 'T'), ('አሳየኝ', 'V1')]. This can be 
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translated as show me the languages that employee ‘Beniyam legesse Tsehay’ is speaking 

and his birth place from his personal information. The process is indicated in Figure 4.6.  

 

        Figure 4. 6  Classifier 

The classifier first builds a model that is used for classification using the training data. By 

finding the features of each word of the training sentence, it builds the classification model. 

When the pre-processed sentence is given by the pre-processor module, the classifier finds 

the feature using a feature identifier as shown in Figure 4.6. Finally, it predicts the tag of 

each word from its feature and classifier model. The output of this classifier is a tagged 

sentence consists of a word and its correspondence output variable. 

The algorithms which are developed for the classifier have two parts. The first focuses on 

finding features of a given word and the second focuses on training and prediction. The 

algorithm for feature identification is shown in Algorithm 4.4. For each word of the 

sentence, about eighteen features are determined by the ADQS system. 
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Algorithm 4. 4 Feature identifier 

One of the methods which are described in the feature identifier is the POS tag determiner 

which is used to find the part of the speech tag of the word. The ADQS system uses the 

algorithm indicated by Annex F to determine the POS tag of each word. The POS tag Finder 

algorithm first finds the prefix and suffix indexes and then removes the prefix and suffix 
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characters based on these indexes. Annex F also shows the removing process and extracting 

of the root word from the original word. 

 The main reason that this Master’s research uses the indicated algorithm is for the execution 

time and resource efficiency. Additionally, the system doesn’t need all POS tag variables 

used by other researchers. The most important point here is to identify a word that acts as a 

verb from other words. This is because most of the time, the select or update or delete 

clauses are described using this verb. In this research using this POS tag determiner, only 

verbs are identified and words other than verbs are tagged as nouns. These nouns are 

specifically tagged as ‘K’, ‘C’, and ‘S’ if they are keywords, conjunctions, and stop words 

respectively. 

Additionally, the verbs are classified further into ‘V1’, ‘V2’, ‘V3’, and ‘V’ to indicate the 

select, update, delete, and common clauses respectively. The verbs indicated by ‘V’ are 

common words that they can be used in all clauses with the help of some other additional 

verbs. 

4.6 Tags Modifier 

Tags in this Master’s research are the identifier of each word of the sentence which can be 

considered as an output variable of the machine learning algorithm. The output tag of the 

ADQS system is first determined by the classifier as discussed in the previous section. 

However, when the classifier makes predictions, the output tag may not be accurate. Some 

of the tags may represent invalid value. This is since some words are used differently in a 

different sentence. A given word can be used as a required attribute in one sentence and as a 

filter attribute in another sentence. The remaining features help to decide whether to use this 

word as a required or filter attribute. However, when the user writes a question, they can 

freely type as long as it transfers a complete meaning. In such a situation, the required and 

filter attribute might have almost similar features. Additionally, the features of where value 

and update value show some similar features.  

The Tags modifier module is responsible to amend the tag determined by the classifier based 

on some general facts. For example, the update values, required attributes must never 

present in the select, delete clause respectively. Additionally, the information which is 
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available in the dictionary might force the amendment of the output tags which are 

determined by the classifier. Some of the general facts which cause a tag modification are 

listed below. 

 If update value(‘U’) presents in the select clause, it is converted into where 

value(‘W’) based on the similarity of its features with the where value 

 If Required attribute(‘R’) presents in the delete clause, it is converted into the 

attribute of a table based on the similarity of its feature with the attribute 

 If Key word(‘K’) presents in any clause as other tags, it is converted into a 

keyword based on the dictionary of all keywords registered in the system 

 If update(‘U) or where value(‘W’) in any clause and fails to be validated 

correctly, it is converted into Stop word based on its corresponding features 

 The table name, required and filter attributes are validated with the help of the 

database information and converted into stop word if they fail 

 The required and filter attributes are validated with the help of where values 

specified in the input and converted into the appropriate tag 

The algorithm shown in Algorithm 4.5 indicates one of the algorithms that the ADQS 

system uses to modify the tags. 
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Algorithm 4. 5 Tags Modifier example 

4.7 Query Element Identifier 

This module is responsible to analyze the input sentence and identify the elements which are 

required for query construction. Query elements are the database elements that are needed 

for the construction of structured query language. Every SQL queries are constructed with 

the use of these query elements. These are clauses, tables, keywords, conditions, values, and 

attributes. To construct SQL queries, the ADQS system must identify at least three of these 

query elements. 

4.7.1 Clause identification 

This module is used to analyze and identify the clause from the specified input Amharic 

sentence. In this research, three clauses, select, update, and delete clause are considered. 

Thus the main function of this module is to choose the appropriate clause from these 

clauses. 
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In this research, the clause is mainly identified by the machine learning algorithm based on 

the input features given to the classifier. From the Amharic input questions collected in the 

training phase, it is easily observed that the main words or phrases which indicate whether 

the clause is select or update or delete, are verb clauses. In other words, if the sentence is 

analyzed by finding part of the speech tag of each word, there is some hint which helps the 

identification of the clause. Thus, this hint is taken as one major feature of the Decision Tree 

classifier to identify the verb. Additionally, since the Amharic verbs are usually positioned 

at the end of the statement, the position of the word relative to the sentence is also 

considered as the main feature of the machine learning algorithm. 

The algorithm tags these clauses either as ‘V1’ or ‘V2’ or ‘V3’. ‘V1’, ‘V2’, ‘V3’ indicates 

the select, update, and delete clause respectively as described in Table 4.1. These three 

clauses almost share the same features as they are expressed similarly in the Amharic 

questions. However, the verbs are separately used in a given sentence at a time. Words that 

are used to write select clauses are not used in other clauses. Therefore, in these research 

words which are used to describe select clauses are grouped and stored separately from the 

update and delete clause.  

There are some common verbs like ‘እጠይቃለው’, translated as ‘I am asking’ which are used in 

any clause. These words are not enough to describe the mentioned clause since they require 

the help of other words. This question can be changed into ‘እንድታመጣልኝ እጠይቃለው’ which 

means ‘I am asking you to give me’. Thus the addition of these verbs will also help the 

identification of the appropriate clause. 

4.7.2 Table Identification 

After clause identification, the next thing which must be identified for the query 

construction is the table element. It is one of the database element which stores specific 

information about that relation. All clauses fetch the required information from the table 

element. It is like a container where the required data are stored. They might vary in each 

query based on the user’s questions 

When the users type the Amharic questions, the table element may or may not be expressed 

explicitly. Thus it is the responsibility of the ADQS system to identify the table element 
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from the user questions. When the table elements are written explicitly, they are usually 

written with the help of conjunctions and their part of speech tag is a noun. Sometimes they 

are written as a description of the doer of the sentence. Most of the time, they are positioned 

before the verb of the sentence or at the beginning of the sentence. These points are taken 

into consideration and considered to be the dominant features of the classifier. 

Sometimes the table element may not be expressed explicitly in the input Amharic sentence. 

In such cases, they are expressed in terms of the required or filter attribute or some other 

stop word. The ADQS stores the most dominant or frequently used words to represent each 

table of the databases. Thus if the table element is not identified explicitly, the system takes 

the stem of each word and search for those dominant words of each table. 

The ADQS system first accepts the output tags which are identified by the Decision Tree 

Classifier. The classifier, in turn, takes the features, performs mathematical calculations, and 

tags each word with the output variable. In a single Amharic statement, there might be more 

than one word that behaves like a table element. Since this research is limited not to handle 

joins, only one word or combination of words must be identified as a table element. Thus the 

ADQS takes those words which are tagged as ‘T’ from the classifier and perform further 

analysis. 

The correctness of the classifier is checked with the help of the dictionary which stores valid 

databases, tables, and attributes. The stem of those words which are tagged as ‘T’ by the 

classifier is searched from all tables of the database selected by the user. If the match is not 

found in both explicit and implicit cases, the ADQS system stops execution and informs the 

user to modify the Amharic questions.  

4.7.3 Key word, Condition, Attribute Identification 

Once the database and the table elements are identified, the next thing is the identification of 

keywords, conditions, and attributes. In this research, Keywords are common words that are 

defined at once in the ADQS system. They are important for query construction as they 

determine the way that the query is going to be constructed. Keywords are defined query 

element that helps for the construction of SQL query. They are well known by the database 

engine so that missing or misspelling of these keywords generates a syntax error. A given 
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SQL query needs at least one keyword during its construction. For example, when the users 

want to see the result with some either ascending or descending order, they are expected to 

use some of the order indication keywords. When they want to see all the required attributes 

instead of selecting specific attributes, they are expected to use some of all indication 

keywords. All keywords that are used in the ADQS system are described in the Annex G. 

These keywords are defined in the system at once and the users are expected to use any one 

of these words to express their ideas through Amharic sentence. In the ADQS system, they 

are tagged as ‘K’ to indicate that they are keywords. 

On the other hand, conditions are defined as keywords that are used to filter the records of 

the table. They are important for query construction as they determine how the records are 

going to be filtered. Conditions are other query elements which determine the amount of 

data that is filtered from the table. They determine whether all or specific records of the 

table are selected or updated or deleted. They are used in the Where clause when the users 

want to see specific records of the table. For example, the users might want to see the 

records which are the same as to the value described in the input Amharic statements. They 

might want to see the records which are between two values described in the input Amharic 

statements. All conditions that are used in the ADQS system are described in Annex H. 

These conditions are defined in the system at once and the users are expected to use any one 

of these words to express their ideas through Amharic sentence. In the ADQS system, they 

are tagged as ‘K’ to indicate that they are condition. 

Values are the main required information which is stored in a table as a record. These values 

might be supplied by the user to see or update or delete all records which are related to that 

specified value in the user’s question. The values in the ADQS system are tagged as ‘U’, 

‘W’ for update and where value respectively. 

The next query element, attributes are part of the table elements which are used either 

infiltration or visualization. Most of the query construction takes one or more of these 

attributes based on the user requirement. The attributes that are found in the ADQS system, 

are classified into filtering attributes and required attributes. 
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The filtering attributes are used to filter the record of the table based on some values that are 

extracted from the user’s questions. They are associated with somewhere values and 

conditions to filter records of the table. In the ADQS system, these attributes are tagged as 

‘A’ to indicate that they are filtering attributes of the table. 

The required attributes are the table’s elements that are required to be displayed for the user 

based on the user’s questions. When the users want to see all attributes, they either describe 

the questions using any of the key_word_all keywords as shown in Annex G or they can 

explicitly specify the name of the attributes. The ADQS system identifies and takes the 

appropriate attribute based on the features given to the classifier. In the ADQS system, these 

attributes are tagged as ‘R’ to indicate that they are required attributes of the table. 

The process flow of these query elements is shown in Figure 4.7. As you can see, the first 

query element that must be identified is the clause. The output from the clause identifier 

goes to the table element identifier. The table identifier uses the clause, database name, and 

dictionary of the database information then identifies the appropriate table name. The 

dictionary of the database information is prepared using semantic free grammar. 

Since the database element names are defined by the developer and the users are not aware 

of that database element names defined by the developer, there must be a mechanism that 

fills this gap. In this research, these semantic free grammar rules are used to fetch the root 

node from users’ questions. Using this semantic grammar, non-terminal categories are 

formed on conceptual rather than syntactic bases [38]. In other words, even though, the users 

don’t know the syntactic structure of the database element, this semantic grammar helps to 

get the names based on the conceptual representation. This is used to solve the linguistic 

issues [56]. The reason that this semantic grammar is used in this research is due to a limited 

domain area of the user question. 

In the ADQS system, the semantic free grammar rules or concepts that match the semantic 

category with the root node to the node in semantic slots are developed. Table 4.2 shows a 

sample that is used in this system. As you can see, the developers used ‘MCRR400’ as a 

table name in the human resource management system which will be discussed in section 6. 

No one knows this name except the developers. It is described syntactically. The developers 
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use this name to store personal information. The concept of personal information is known 

by all users. Thus this concept can be expressed as an employee or as a person or as ‘የግል 

ማህደር/ yägǝlǝ mahǝdärǝ’ or ‘ሰራተኛ/säratä�̇�a’ as indicated in Table 4.2  

 

                          Figure 4. 7 Query Element process flow 

Once the table name is identified by the system, the key words, conditions, and attributes are 

determined using the table name, the stem of the word, the tagged sentence, and the 

available database information as shown in Figure 4.7. The algorithm for identifying the 

clause element is shown in Annex I. 
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                            Table 4. 2 Semantic root node with semantic slots 

No Semantic category  Semantic slots 

1 vwEmployee employee| personal information | ሰልጣኝ( sälǝ�̇��̇�ǝ) | የግል ማህደር( 

yägǝlǝ mahǝdärǝ) | 

2 vwCertificates certificate |education |education certificate| ሰርተፍኬት( särǝtfǝketǝ) 

|የትምህርት ማህደር( yätǝmǝhǝrǝtǝ mahǝdärǝ) | 

3 MCRR400 salary |salary earn| የደሞዝ ማህደር( yädämozǝ mahǝdärǝ) | የገቢ ደሞዝ 

ማህደር( yägäb dämozǝ mahǝdärǝ) | የወጪ ደሞዝ ማህደር (yäwä�̈�i 

dämozǝ mahǝdärǝ) | 

4 MCRW030 experience| የልምድ ማህደር( yälǝmǝdǝ mahǝdär ) | 

5 MCRW002 address| አድራሻ (adǝra�̇�a)| የአድራሻ ማህደር (yäadǝra𝑠�̇� mahǝdär) | 

The clause which is identified by clause determiner is given as an input for the table 

identifier to identify the appropriate table name. The algorithm for the table identifier is 

given in Annex J. In the ADQS system, the table name is identified in two different ways. If 

the table name is expressed explicitly in the user questions, its actual name is determined by 

the algorithm shown in Annex F. If the table name is not expressed explicitly, the ADQS 

makes further analysis and determines the appropriate table name using the algorithm 

described in Annex J. The ADQS system makes further analysis by checking each word of 

the user’s question with the help of the dictionary. Additionally, it uses the main words 

which describe a given table as a reference and makes an educated guess as indicated. 

The algorithm which is used for attribute determination begins analysis from the clause that 

is identified by clause identifier. The algorithm developed for the select clause is shown in 

Annex K. It determines the required and filter attributes using the tagged sentence and 

available database information in the dictionary. Other database elements like keywords and 

conditions are also determined with the help of keyword and condition identifier. The 

concepts for identifying the attributes of update and delete clauses are similar to the select 

clause. 

The last Query elements which are used in query construction are values. In this research the 

values are classified into where and update value depending on the situation they are used in 

the query. The update value is only found in the update clause whereas where value is found 

in all clauses. One similarity of these two values is that they are usually enclosed with a 

quotation mark. The second similarity is that they are records or required information that is 
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stored in the table. The difference is how they are used on the records of the table. Where 

value is used together with where clause, attributes, and conditions. Its main function is to 

filter the records of the table. On the other hand, the update value is used to replace the 

records which are already stored in the table. The process flow of these database elements is 

shown in Figure 4.8. 

 

Figure 4. 8  Value determiner 

By combining two or more query elements, a new query element might be produced. One of 

them is where condition. The conditions used in where clause is formed with a combination 

of filter attributes, conditions, and where values. The number of where values that are 
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specified in the user’s question must be the same as the number of filter attributes. The 

pseudo-code in Annex L shows the algorithms that find the appropriate where conditions. 

4.8 SQL Query Constructor 

The next component of the ADQS system is the SQL query constructor which constructs the 

structured query language based on the query elements that are identified in the previous 

modules. The query constructor takes the appropriate clause, table, filtering, and required 

attributes, values, conditions, and keywords which are identified by the previous modules 

and generates the required SQL query. 

The query constructor identifies the type of the SQL queries to be generated i.e. whether it is 

expected to generate either select query or update query or delete query based on the 

appropriate clause. The required input needed for the query construction varies based on this 

clause. For example, when the required query is select, the query constructor takes the table 

name, filtering, and required attributes, values, conditions, and some other keywords as 

input for construction. However, when the required query is a delete query, the query 

constructor takes only table name, filtering attributes, values, and conditions.  

Once the construction is done, the query constructor generates the normal SQL queries and 

an equivalent Amharic based SQL queries. The normal SQL queries are given to the next 

modules of the ADQS system and the Amharic based SQL queries used for better 

understanding and future research work. 

The query constructor constructs the whole SQL step by step starting from the simple query 

element. It first starts constructing the order by clause if the user’s question contains an 

order key word indication. The algorithm is shown in Annex M. As you can see, the whole 

construction is divided based on the user’s question whether it contains the where or having 

value. In the Annex M only construction of query when the user’s question contains the 

where value is described. The concept of query construction is the same for other cases. 

The query construction for each case is further classified based on the conditions which are 

provided in the user’s question. If the condition is explicitly expressed in the user’s query, 

the ADQS system identifies and constructs where condition value using this condition. If the 

conditions are not expressed explicitly, the system takes equality as a default condition. 
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These in turn are further classified based on the select, update, and delete clauses. The 

pseudo-code shown in Annex M indicates the query construction algorithm when the user’s 

question contains somewhere value and the conditions are not expressed explicitly. 

The query construction in the select clause is further classified based on various conditions. 

These include whether the users want to see all columns or specific column, whether the 

user wants to see the result in some order, whether the user wants to see all records or some 

of the top or last records, whether the user wants to group the result based on some attributes 

and so on. You can see the detail in the flow chart shown in Figure 4.9. Note that the Figure 

4.9 shows only one case of query construction where the user question doesn’t contain the 

where and having value. The same principles are followed for the query construction of 

other cases. 
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Query elements 
with WhrVal and 
HavingVal empty

Clause is 
select

All & 
len(aggrFun)>0 & 

not each

Select count(*) 
from table

yes
Clause is 

delete

No

Delete from table

yes

End

No

Not All & 
len(aggrFun)>0 & 

not each

No

Select attrAggFunc 
from table

yes

 
len(aggrFun)>0 & 

each

Select attrAggFunc 
from table group 

by grpBy

yes

No

 len(aggrFun)=0 & 
each & attrR=grpby

No

Select attrR from 
table group by 

attrR

yes

 len(aggrFun)=0 
& All & top is empty

Select * from table 

No

yes

 len(aggrFun)=0 
& All & top is not 

empty

No

Select top top * 
from table 

 
len(aggrFun)=0 
& not All & top 

is empty

No

 len(aggrFun)=0 
& not All & top is not 

empty

Select attrR from 
table 

Select top top 
attrR from table yes

No

yes
No

start

 

     Figure 4. 9  Flow chart for query construction when where and having values are empty
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4.9 SQL Query Executer 

This is the final module of the ADQS system where the generated SQL queries are executed. The 

SQL Query Executer takes the normal SQL queries generated by the previous module as an input 

and executes the query. The SQL Query Executor establishes the connection to the database 

based on the endpoints specified by the system. The endpoints are in turn is determined by the 

user through database name selection. The built-in query engine components of the database are 

responsible for query execution using this connection. The result of the execution is finally 

displayed back to the user through a web-based graphical user interface. 
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Chapter Five: Experiment 

An Experiment has been conducted to test the effectiveness of the Amharic Database Querying 

system. For that purpose, the prototype is developed which enables the users to easily access the 

content of the database using the Amharic language. In this chapter, an explanation about the 

experimental environment, graphical user interface, database design, types of queries that are 

handled by the system will be presented first. Then evaluation and discussion will come next. 

5.1 Experimental Environment 

The prototype is developed by Java and python programming language and spring boot 

framework. The databases are constructed using Microsoft SQL Server and Oracle. The system 

is designed to be a web-based application so that the user can easily access it using the web 

browser. For the testing purpose, the application was deployed on a single laptop computer in the 

Ethiopian Shipping and Logistics Service Enterprise network using Tomcat. To deploy the 

ADQS system on the mentioned laptop which is used as a server, apache tomcat with version 

9.0.37 is used. User has easily accessed this deployed application as long as they are in the 

ESLSE’s network using web Brower. The system is deployed on the laptop computer with the 

following specification. 

 Operating system - Windows 10 pro @ 2018 Microsoft Cooperation 

 RAM size - 8GB 

 Hard Disk -500GB 

 System Type – 64-bit Operating System 

 Processor - Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6600U CPU @ 2.60 GHZ 2.81 GHZ 

 Brand- Dell Latitude E5570 

5.2 Graphical User Interface 

The Front End of the ADQS system is developed using the Java programming language and 

spring boot framework. For its development, Eclipse Integrated development environment (IDE), 

version 2020-03, as a development tool is used. The following dependencies are used in spring 

boot for the front end development of the ADQS system. 

 

mailto:CPU@2.60
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 spring-boot-starter-security 

 spring-boot-starter-thyme leaf 

 spring-boot-starter-web 

 web jars bootstrap 

 web jars jquery 

 web jars jquery-UI 

 Microsoft SQL Server MySQL JDBC 

 Oracle database jdbc8 version 12.2.0.1 

 Thyme leaf-extras-springSecurity5 

In addition to the merits provided by the spring boot framework, custom cascading style sheet 

(CSS) and Javascript queries (JQuery) are also used. Additionally, some templates taken from 

bootstrap made [66] also used. 

5.3 Back End 

The back end modules of the ADQS system which are responsible for handling the logic are 

developed using the python programming language. For the development, PyCharm, version 

2019.2.3 community edition is used as a development tool. Once the program is tested in 

Pycharm, it is added to Eclipse Project through PyDev which is a python IDE for Eclipse. The 

following modules are used for the back end development of the ADQS system. 

 Scikit-learn Decision Tree Classifier 

 Scikit-learn DictVectorizer 

 Scikit-learn pipeline 

 String 

 Pickle 

 time 

The Back End module, in addition to the training and testing data, it consists of six python file 

namely Data Collection.py, Pre_Processing.py, ADQS.py, Query.py, QueryConstruction.py, and 

Dictionary.py. The description is found in Table 5.1 
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                                          Table 5. 1 Back End Modules 

No Module name description Lines of code 

1 Data collection The data collection file is mainly used to 

train the model, coordinate the other 

modules  

190 

2 Pre-processing The Pre-processing module is used to pre-

process the sentence entered by the user. 

620 

3 ADQS The ADQS module is used to handle NLP 

related activities 

1600 

4 Query The query module is used to identify the 

query elements 

1800 

5 Query Construction The query construction is used for the 

construction of the query 

1680 

6 Dictionary It is used to provide information for the 

database element by applying semantic 

free grammar 

360 

5.4 Database selection 

For the implementation of the ADQS system, two databases of the Ethiopian Shipping and 

Logistics service enterprise are selected namely DPOIS, HRMS. DPOIS stands for dry port 

operation and information system and it is an information management system that allows dry 

port operations to capture data about containers, RORO, and break-bulk. The DPOIS system 

organizes these data in such a way that it is useful for managerial purposes like planning and 

controlling dry port operational activities. 

The DPOIS system database is constructed using Microsoft SQL server 2012 and it is developed 

in-house by employees of The Ethiopian shipping and logistics service enterprise. The database 

consists of around 62 tables, 300 views, 170 stored procedures, and 7 functions. All tables, views 

procedures, functions, and database names are written in English Character. For the 

demonstration purpose, 9 main tables and 5 main views with some modifications are prepared. 

The reason why the DPOIS is selected for the ADQS implementation is that it is developed 

locally and the Authors are part of the development team. The DPOIS system includes a process 

to be followed one after the other so that this is used to test the performance of the ADQS 

system. Additionally, the system is domain-specific that only specific peoples who are familiar 

with the dry port operation can easily understand the communication. In this way, the possibility 

of applying this ADQS system for a specific domain can be tested. 
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The second database which is selected for the implementation of the ADQS system is HRMS 

which stands for the human resource management system. The Ethiopian Shipping and logistics 

service enterprise uses a system called SES for managing the shipping business and human 

resources. The Authors selected the tables and views from SES which are related the human 

resource management with some modification and called it HRMS. This system is used to 

manage the human resource of the Ethiopian Shipping and logistics service enterprise. It is 

constructed using Oracle databases 11g and all nomenclatures are done with English characters. 

The system is off-the-shelf in the way that the company bought from the software company 

located outside Ethiopia. The ADQS selected five tables and five main views that are related to 

the human resource management system. Some modifications to the selected views are done to 

facilitate communication with the ADQS system. The reason why HRMS is selected for the 

implementation of the ADQS system is that the system is developed by foreign developers with a 

language other than Amharic.  

5.5 System Usage 

The ADQS system is designed to make the interaction with the user friendly so that the user can 

access the databases easily using the web browser. The System begins with Authentication as 

only authorized users are allowed to access the system. Figure 5.1 shows the login page. 

 

     Figure 5. 1 ADQS Login 
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For the testing purpose, the credentials of some users are defined using the in-memory 

authentication method of the spring boot security. The users are expected to write the IP address 

of the server, port number, and the name of the system which is ADQS like 

http://192.168.75.83:8081/ADQS. 

Once the system authorized the user to enter into the system, the index page welcomes the user 

by providing some introduction about the system. Figure 5.2 shows the index page of the ADQS 

system. The index page is prepared to give an introduction about the ADQS system by defining 

some important words and concepts that are used to describe the ADQS system. The system is 

designed with a mix of English and Amharic language to avoid the language barrier to the 

system. Annex N shows the Amharic content of the index page of the system. To display the 

Amharic content on the page, the Eclipse development tool allows changing the preference 

encoding to UTF-8. 

 

      Figure 5. 2 Index page 

Next, the users will go to the ADQS page to ask the system using the Amharic natural language. 

Figure 5.3 shows the ADQS page 

http://192.168.75.83:8081/ADQS
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                                                        Figure 5. 3 ADQS page 

As you can see from Figure 5.3, the users are expected to first choose the database as the ADQS 

system implemented on two different databases. If they don’t have any information about the 

databases, they can get the general knowledge by clicking the New to Database link. Annex N 

shows the database page. This page displays information about the databases with a mix of 

English and Amharic language. It first defines the database meaning and shows the two 

databases that the ADQS is implemented on. It explains what each database does for the user and 

the available information that the users can get from the database. Annex N also shows how the 

database information is displayed to the user. Then the users describe the questions in the space 

provided by the system. If the user confused how to write the question, they can see sample 

queries by clicking Sample Query link. Annex N shows a sample query page. The query page 

begins by defining the query and its usage. It also gives information for the user that three 

clauses select, update, delete queries are included in the ADQS system. It then shows examples 

of how to write Amharic questions with important tips taken from linguistics to remember the 

user when they write a complete Amharic sentence. Annex N shows a detailed example of 

Amharic questions with the generated SQL. Finally, the user will click the search button to 

submit the question to the ADQS system. The system takes this Amharic question and the 
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selected database as an input and performs an analysis. After analysis or execution, three kinds 

of responses will be returned to the user as an output. The first response is when the select query 

is successfully executed. In this case, SQL queries will be returned to the user as shown in Figure 

5.4. As you can see from Figure 5.4, a successful select query will show the questions entered by 

the user, its equivalent Amharic SQL query, and finally the usual English based SQL query.                            

 

 Figure 5. 4 generated SQL query 

Then the user will click the run button to execute the SQL query. Finally, the ADQS system will 

display the required information based on the user query in the form of a table as shown in 

Figure 5.5. As you see in Figure 5.5, the result and the input question are displayed on the same 

page to provide another option for the user if they want to modify the question. They can 

rearrange the column of the result which is displayed in the grid view by dragging and dropping 

the column name in the order that the user wants. They can also select either specific or all rows 

of the grid view and export the data to an excel sheet for further analysis. 

The second response that the system displays for the user are when update or delete queries is 

successfully updated/deleted as shown in Figure 5.6. 
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                   Figure 5. 5 Output 

 

                                Figure 5. 6 Successful update/delete query response 
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The last response of the system comes when an error or incomplete sentence to the system is 

provided. One such case occurs when the user question is not complete so that the ADQS system 

unable to extract the required information. Figure 5.7 shows the response when such kinds of 

questions are entered into the system. Another kind of error might occur during query execution 

by the database engine. In this case, the query is constructed successfully by the system; 

however, during execution, some exceptions might occur. Figure 5.8 shows the response of the 

system when an error occurs during query execution 

 

                                              Figure 5. 7 response of the system for incomplete sentence 
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                              Figure 5. 8 response of the system when an error occurs during execution 

5.6 Types of queries  

The ADQS system handles three major types of queries namely select, update, and deletes 

queries based on the clause. Under each type of query, the user might request different 

information. All kind queries that the ADQS returns to the users are described below. 

5.6.1 Select Queries 

This kind of query is constructed by the ADQS system when the users request the system to 

extract information from the database. The users freely express the question without restriction 

as they communicate with other human beings. The only thing that they expected is to write a 

complete sentence that has a meaning. The select queries types that are handled by the system 

are described below in the order of complexity. 

Type 1  

This type of query is constructed when the user query doesn’t contain the where and having the 

condition. The variant of this type 1 question with an example is described in Table 5.2. In the 

table Order, Each, Aggregate, Top, all indicates when the keyword indicating the order by, each, 

aggregate function, top, and all respectively found in the user query
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Table 5. 2 Type 1 queries 

Type condition Sub condition  Example(Amharic) Example(English character) SQL query 

1.1  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Order=false 

Each=false, 

Aggregate=false,  

Top=false,All=true 

ወጪ ባዶ ኮንቴይነር ውስጥ 

ያሉ መረጃዎችን በሙሉ 

አምጪ 

Wä�̇�i bado konǝteyǝnärǝ 

wǝsǝ�̇�ǝ yalu märä jawochǝnǝ 

bämulu amǝ�̇�i 

SELECT * FROM 

vwSearchSentToDjibouti2 

1.2 Each=false, 

Aggregate=false,  

Top=false,All=false 

ወደብ ውስጥ የገቡ ሙሉ 

ኮንቲነሮችን ኮንቴይነር 

ቁጥራቸውን እንድታመጣ 

wädäb wǝsǝ�̇�ǝ yägäbu mulu 

konǝtinärochǝnǝ konǝteyǝnär 

ku�̇�rachäwǝnǝ aǝnǝdǝtamä�̇�a 

SELECT [ContainerNo] 

FROM vwSearchGatePass2 

1.3 Each=false, 

Aggregate=true, 

All=true 

ገቢ ሙሉ ኮንቴይነር ውስጥ 

ያሉትን መረጃዎች ብዛት አሳየኝ 
gäbi mulu konǝteyǝnärǝ 

wǝsǝ�̇�ǝ yalutǝnǝ märä 

jawochǝ bǝzatǝ asayä�̇� 

SELECT COUNT(*) as total 

FROM FullContainerProfile2 

1.4 Each=false, 

Aggregate=true, 

All=false 

ኢባትሎአድ ውስጥ የሚሰሩ 

ሰራተኞች ብዛት ስንት ነው 
aibatǝloaädǝ wǝsǝ�̇�ǝ 

yämisäru säratä�̇�ochǝ bǝzatǝ 

sǝnǝtǝ näwǝ 

SELECT COUNT(SNAME) 

AS SNAME FROM 

vwEmployee 

1.5 Each=true, 

Aggregate=true 

በእያንዳንዱ የስራ መደብ 

ውስጥ ያለው የሰራተኞች ብዛት 

ስንት ነው 

bäaǝyanǝdanǝdu yäsǝra 

mädäbǝ wǝsǝ�̇�ǝ yaläwǝ 

yäsäratä�̇�ochǝ bǝzatǝ sǝnǝtǝ 

näwǝ 

SELECT COUNT(SNAME) 

AS SNAME,RANK_CODE 

FROM vwEmployee 

GROUP BY RANK_CODE 

1.6 Each=false, 

Aggregate=false,  

Top=true,All=true 

የመጀመሪያዎቹን አስራ 

አምስት ሰራተኞች ሙሉ 

መረጃ አምጣልን 

yämäjämäriyawochunǝ asǝra 

amǝsǝtǝ säratä�̇�ochǝ mulu 

märäja amǝtalǝnǝ 

SELECT * FROM 

vwEmployee WHERE 

ROWNUM<=15 

1.7  Each=false, 

Aggregate=false,  

Top=true,All=false 

የመጀመሪያዎቹን አስራ 

አምስት ሰራተኞች ስም 

ዝርዝር አምጣልን 

yämäjämäriyawochunǝ asǝra 

amǝsǝtǝ säratä�̇�ochǝ sǝmǝ 

zǝrǝzǝrǝ amǝtalǝnǝ 

SELECT  SNAME FROM 

vwEmployee WHERE 

ROWNUM<=15 

1.8  

 

 

 

Order=true 

Each=false, 

Aggregate=false,  

Top=false 

All=true 

ወጪ ባዶ ኮንቴይነር ውስጥ 

ያሉትን ሁሉንም መረጃዎች 

በኮንቴይነር ቁጥር ቅደም 

ተከተል መሰረት አስቀምጥ 

Wä�̇�i bado konǝteyǝnärǝ 

wǝsǝ�̇�ǝ yalutǝnǝ hulunǝmǝ 

märäjawochǝ 

bäkonǝteyǝnärǝ kutǝrǝ 

kǝdämǝ täkätälǝ mäsärätǝ 

SELECT * FROM 

vwSearchSentToDjibouti2 

ORDER BY [Container No] 
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asǝkämǝ�̇�ǝ 

1.9 Each=false, 

Aggregate=false,  

Top=false,All=false 

ወደብ ውስጥ የገቡ ሙሉ 

ኮንቲነሮችን ኮንቴይነር 

ቁጥራቸውን በኮንቴይነር ቁጥር 

ቅደም ተከተል እንድታመጣ 

Wädäbǝ wǝsǝ�̇�ǝ yägäbu mulu 

konǝtinärochǝnǝ konǝteyǝnär 

ku�̇�rachäwǝnǝ 

bäkonǝteyǝnärǝ kutǝrǝ 

kǝdämǝ täkätälǝ 

aǝnǝdǝtamä�̇�a 

SELECT [ContainerNo] 

FROM vwSearchGatePass2 

ORDER BY [ContainerNo] 

1.10 Each=false, 

Aggregate=false,  

Top=true 

All=true 

መጀመሪያ ላይ የሚገኙትን ሀያ 

ሰባት ሰራተኞች ሙሉ መረጃ 

በቅደም ተከተል ከላይ ወደ 

ታች አምጡልን 

mäjämäriya layǝ 

yämigä�̇�utǝnǝ haya säbatǝ 

säratä�̇�ochǝ mulu märäja 

bäkǝdämǝ täkätälǝ kälayǝ 

wädä tachǝ aämǝtulǝnǝ 

SELECT * FROM ( 

SELECT * FROM 

vwEmployee ORDER BY 

EMPCODE desc) WHERE 

ROWNUM<=27 

1.11  Each=false, 

Aggregate=false,  

Top=true 

All=false 

መጀመሪያ ላይ የሚገኙትን ሀያ 

ሰባት ሰራተኞች  ስም ዝርዝር 

በስማቸው ቅደም ተከተል 

መሰረት ከላይ ወደ ታች 

አምጡልን 

mäjämäriya layǝ 

yämigä�̇�utǝnǝ haya säbatǝ 

säratä�̇�ochǝ sǝmǝ zǝrǝzǝrǝ 

bäsǝmachäwǝ kǝdämǝ 

täkätälǝ kälayǝ wädä tachǝ 

aämǝtulǝnǝ 

SELECT  SNAME FROM ( 

SELECT  SNAME FROM 

vwEmployee ORDER BY 

SNAME desc) WHERE 

ROWNUM<=27 

Type 2 

This type of query is constructed When the user query contains having a condition and doesn’t contain where condition. The variant of 

this type 2 question with an example is described in Table 5.3. In the table Order, Each, Aggregate, Top, all indicates when the 

keyword indicating the order by, each, aggregate function, top, and all respectively found in the user query. 
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Table 5. 3 Type 2 queries 

Type condition Sub condition  Example(Amharic) Example(English Character ) SQL query 

2.1  

 

 

Order=false 

Each=true, 

Aggregate=true 

እያንዳንዱ department ካለው 

ሰራተኞች ውስጥ የሰራተኞቹ 

ብዛት ከአስር በላይ የሆነውን 

department አሳይ 

aǝyanǝdanǝdu department 

kaläwǝ säratä�̇�ochǝ wǝsǝ�̇�ǝ 

yäsäratä�̇�ochu bǝzatǝ käasǝrǝ 

bälayǝ yähonäwǝnǝ 

department asayǝ 

SELECT COUNT(SNAME) 

AS SNAME,RANK_CODE 

FROM vwEmployee 

GROUP BY RANK_CODE 

HAVING 

COUNT(SNAME)>'10' 

2.2 Order=true Each=true, 

Aggregate=true,  

 

እያንዳንዱ department ካለው 

ሰራተኞች ውስጥ የሰራተኞቹ 

ብዛት ከአስር በላይ የሆነውን 

department በሰራተኞቹ 

ብዛት ቅደም ተከተል መሰረት 

አሳይ 

aǝyanǝdanǝdu department 

kaläwǝ säratä�̇�ochǝ wǝsǝ�̇�ǝ 

yäsäratä�̇�ochu bǝzatǝ käasǝrǝ 

bälayǝ yähonäwǝnǝ 

department bäsäratä�̇�ochǝ 

bǝzatǝ kǝdämǝ täkätälǝ 

mäsärätǝ asayǝ 

SELECT COUNT(SNAME) 

AS SNAME,RANK_CODE 

FROM vwEmployee 

GROUP BY RANK_CODE 

HAVING 

COUNT(SNAME)>'10' 

ORDER BY SNAME 

Type 3 

This type of query is constructed when the user query contains where condition and doesn’t contain having condition. In other words, 

such type of questions occurs when the user requests to fetch the data from the database which fulfills certain conditions. The variant 

of this type 3 question with an example is described in Table 5.4. In the table Order, Each, Aggregate, Top, all indicates when the 

keyword indicating the order by, each, aggregate function, top, and all respectively found in the user query. 

                                               Table 5. 4 Type 3 queries 

Type condition Sub condition Example(Amharic) Example(English Character) SQL query 

3.1  

 

 

 

Each=false, 

Aggregate=false,  

Top=false 

All=true 

ሰራተኛ “Biniyam 

Legesse Tsehay” በቀን 

“31-MAY-20 ” 

የሚያገኘውን ደሞዝ ሙሉ 

መረጃ ስጥ 

säratä�̇�a “Biniyam legesse 

Tsehay” bäkänǝ “31-MAY-

20” yämiyagä�̇�äwǝnǝ 

dämozǝ mulu märäja sǝ�̇�ǝ 

SELECT * FROM vwSalaryEarn 

WHERE SNAME='Biniyam 

Legesse Tsehay' AND 

DATE_TO='31-MAY-20' 
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3.2  

 

 

 

 

 

Order=false 

Each=false, 

Aggregate=false,  

Top=false 

All=false 

የሰራተኛ “Biniyam 

Legesse Tsehay” 

ተንቀሳቃሽ እና የቤት 

ስልክ ቁጥር ከግል ማህደሩ 

አምጣ 

yäsäratä�̇�a “Biniyam 

legesse Tsehay” 

tänǝkäsakashǝ aǝna yäbetǝ 

sǝlǝkǝ kutǝrǝ kegǝlǝ 

mahǝdäru amǝ�̇�a 

SELECT 

CNT_PHONE1,CNT_PHONE2 

FROM vwEmployee WHERE 

SNAME='Biniyam Legesse Tsehay' 

3.3 Each=false, 

Aggregate=true, 

All=true 

የልደት ቀናቸው በ “01-

DEC-1989” እና “27-

DEC-1989” መሀከል 

የሆኑ የኢባትሎአድ 

ሰራተኞችን ሙሉ መረጃ 

ብዛት አምጣ 

yälǝdätǝ känachäwǝ bǝ “01-

DEC-1989”aǝna “27-DEC-

1989” mähakälǝ yähonu 

yäaibatǝloaädǝ 

säratä�̇�ochǝnǝ mulu märäja 

bǝzatǝ amǝ�̇�a 

SELECT COUNT(*) as total FROM 

vwEmployee WHERE 

BIRTHDATE BETWEEN '01-DEC-

1989' AND  '27-DEC-1989' 

3.4 Each=false, 

Aggregate=true, 

All=false 

የቅጥር ጊዜያቸው ከ “28-

Jul-15” በፊት የሆኑ 

የኢባትሎአድ ሰራተኞችን 

ብዛት እንድታመጣልኝ 

እፈልጋለው 

yäkǝtǝrǝ gizeyachäwǝ k “28-

Jul-15” bäfitǝ yähonu 

yäaibatǝloaädǝ 

säratä�̇�ochǝnǝ bǝzatǝ 

anǝdǝtamätalǝnǝ 

aǝfälǝgaläwe 

SELECT COUNT(SNAME) AS 

SNAME FROM vwEmployee 

WHERE APPLDATE<'28-Jul-15' 

3.5 Each=true, 

Aggregate=true 

ሀገራቸው “ETHQ” 

የሆኑትን ሰራተኞች በስራ 

ክፍላቸው አደራጅተህ 

የሰራተኞቹን ብዛት 

አምጣላት 

hägärachäwǝ “ETHQ” 

yehonutǝnǝ säratä�̇�ochǝ 

bäsǝra kǝfǝlachäwǝ 

adärajǝtähǝ 

yäsäratä�̇�ochunǝ bǝzatǝ 

amǝ�̇�alatǝ 

SELECT COUNT(SNAME) AS 

SNAME,RANK_CODE FROM 

vwEmployee WHERE 

EMP_NATION='ETHQ' GROUP 

BY RANK_CODE 

3.6 Each=false, 

Aggregate=false,  

Top=true 

All=true 

በቀን “09/16/2012” 

ወደብ ውስጥ ከገቡት 

ሙሉ ኮንቴይነሮች ውስጥ 

የመጀመሪያዎቹን አስር 

ኮንቴይነሮች ሙሉ መረጃ 

አሳየን 

bäkänǝ “09/16/2012” 

wädäbǝ wǝsǝ�̇�ǝ kägäbutǝ 

mulu konǝteyǝnärǝ  wǝsǝ�̇�ǝ 

yämäjämäriyawochunǝ asǝrǝ 

konǝteyǝnärochǝ mulu 

märäja asaynǝ 

SELECT TOP 10 * FROM 

vwSearchGatePass2 WHERE 

[Arrival Date]='09/16/2012' 
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3.7  Each=false, 

Aggregate=false,  

Top=true 

All=false 

በቀን “09/16/2012” 

ወደብ ውስጥ ከገቡት 

ሙሉ ኮንቴይነሮች ውስጥ 

የመጀመሪያዎቹን አስር 

ኮንቴይነሮች አሳየን 

bäkänǝ “09/16/2012” 

wädäbǝ wǝsǝ�̇�ǝ kägäbutǝ 

mulu konǝteyǝnärǝ  wǝsǝ�̇�ǝ 

yämäjämäriyawochunǝ asǝrǝ 

konǝteyǝnärochǝ asaynǝ 

SELECT TOP 10 [ContainerNo] 

FROM vwSearchGatePass2 

WHERE [Arrival Date] 

='09/16/2012' 

 

3.8  

 

 

 

Order=true 

Each=false, 

Aggregate=false,  

Top=false 

All=true 

በ“Jimma 

University” የተመረቁ 

የኢባትሎአድ ሰራተኞችን 

ሙሉ መረጃ በቅደም 

ተከተል አምጣ 

bä “Jimma University” 

yätämäräku yäaibatǝloaädǝ 

säratä�̇�ochǝnǝ mulu märäja 

bäkǝdämǝ täkätälǝ aämǝ�̇�a 

SELECT * FROM vwcertificates 

WHERE ISSUED_AT='Jimma 

University' ORDER BY EMPCODE 

3.9 Each=false, 

Aggregate=false,  

Top=false 

All=false 

ሰራተኛ “Biniyam 

Legesse Tsehay” 

በቀን “31-MAY-20” 

የሚገባለትን ደሞዝ 

በቅደም ተከተል 

ብታመጣልን ምን 

ይመስልሀል 

säratä�̇�a “Biniyam legesse 

Tsehay” bäkänǝ “31-MAY-

20” yämigäbalätǝne dämozǝ 

bäkǝdämǝ täkätälǝ 

bǝtamätalǝne mǝnǝ 

yǝmäsǝlǝhälǝ 

SELECT B_AMOUNT FROM 

vwSalaryEarn WHERE 

SNAME='Biniyam Legesse Tsehay' 

AND DATE_TO='31-MAY-20' 

ORDER BY B_AMOUNT 

3.10 Each=false, 

Aggregate=false,  

Top=true 

All=true 

ስማቸው በ “B” 

ከሚጀምሩ ሰራተኞች 

መሀከል የመጨረሻዎቹን 

አርባ ሶስት ሰራተኞች 

ሙሉ መረጃ ስጠኝ 

Sǝmachäwǝ bä “B” 

kmijämǝru säratä�̇�ochǝ 

mähakälǝ 

yämä�̈�ärä�̇�awochunǝ arǝba 

sositǝ säratä�̇�ochǝnǝ mulu 

märäja sǝ�̇�änǝ 

 

SELECT * FROM (SELECT * 

FROM vwEmployee WHERE 

SNAME LIKE 'B%' ORDER BY 

EMPCODE DESC) WHERE 

ROWNUM<=43 

3.11  Each=false, 

Aggregate=false,  

Top=true 

All=false 

ስማቸው በ “B” 

ከሚጀምሩ ሰራተኞች 

መሀከል የመጨረሻዎቹን 

አርባ ሶስት ሰራተኞች ስም 

ዝርዝር ስጠኝ 

Sǝmachäwǝ bä “B” 

kmijämǝru säratä�̇�ochǝ 

mähakälǝ 

yämä�̈�ärä�̇�awochunǝ arǝba 

sositǝ säratä�̇�ochǝnǝ sǝmǝ 

zǝrǝzǝrǝ sǝ�̇�änǝ 

SELECT  SNAME FROM 

(SELECT  SNAME FROM 

vwEmployee WHERE SNAME 

LIKE 'B%' ORDER BY EMPCODE 

DESC) WHERE ROWNUM<=43 
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Type 4 

This type of query is constructed when the user query contains the where and having condition. In other words, such type of questions 

occurs when the user requests to fetch the data from the database which fulfill certain conditions for a single or group of records. The 

variant of this type 4 question with an example is described in Table 5.5. In the table Order, Each, Aggregate, Top, all indicates when 

the keyword indicating the order by, each, aggregate function, top, and all respectively found in the user query. 

                                                 Table 5. 5 Type 4 queries 

Type condition Sub condition  Example(Amharic) Example(English 

Character) 

SQL query 

4.1  

 

 

Order=false 

Each=true, 

Aggregate=true 

ሀገራቸው “ETHQ” 

የሆኑትን ሰራተኞች በየስራ 

ክፍሉ ከፋፍለህ ከፍተኛ 

ደሞዛቸው ከ “10000” 

በላይ የሆኑትን ሰራተኞች 

ስጠን 

hägärachäwǝ “ETHQ” 

yehonutǝnǝ säratä�̇�ochǝ 

bäyäsǝra kǝfǝlu kefafǝlähǝ 

käfǝtäna dämozachäwǝ kä 

“1000” bälayǝ yähonutǝnǝ 

säratä�̇�ochǝ sǝ�̇�nǝ 

SELECT MAX(B_AMOUNT) AS 

B_AMOUNT,RANK_CODE 

FROM vwSalaryEarn WHERE 

EMP_NATION='ETHQ' GROUP 

BY RANK_CODE HAVING 

MAX(B_AMOUNT)>'10000' 

4.2 Order=true Each=true, 

Aggregate=true,  

 

ሀገራቸው “ETHQ” 

የሆኑትን ሰራተኞች በየስራ 

ክፍሉ ከፋፍለህ ከፍተኛ 

ደሞዛቸው ከ “10000” 

በላይ የሆነውን በደሞዛቸው 

ቅደም ተከተል መሰረት 

አስቀምጥ 

hägärachäwǝ “ETHQ” 

yehonutǝnǝ säratä�̇�ochǝ 

bäyäsǝra kǝfǝlu kefafǝlähǝ 

käfǝtäna dämozachäwǝ kä 

“1000” bälayǝ yähonwǝnǝ 

bädämozachäwǝ kǝdämǝ 

täkätälǝ  asǝkämǝtǝ  

SELECT MAX(B_AMOUNT) AS 

B_AMOUNT,RANK_CODE 

FROM vwSalaryEarn WHERE 

EMP_NATION='ETHQ' GROUP 

BY RANK_CODE HAVING 

MAX(B_AMOUNT)>'10000' 

ORDER BY B_AMOUNT 
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5.6.2 Update Queries 

This kind of query is constructed by the ADQS system when the users want to update specific records that are found in the database. 

In this query, the users are expected to write a complete statement freely using Amharic plain text. This type of query occurs only 

when the user question contains a where condition. This there is only one type of update query as shown in Table 5.6. 

  Table 5. 6 Update query 

Type condition  Example (Amharic) Example (English character) SQL query 

5.1 Where 

condition=True 

በመለያ ቁጥር “11245” 

የተጠቀሰውን ሰራተኛ መኖሪያ 

ቦታ አድራሻ “JiMMA Ethiopia” 

አድርገው 

Bämäläya kutǝrǝ “11245” yätätäkäsäwǝnǝ 

säratä�̇�a mänoriya bota adǝra�̇�a “JiMMA 

Ethiopia” adǝrǝgäwǝ 

UPDATE CRW002 SET 

CNT_CITY='JiMMA Ethiopia' 

WHERE EMPCODE='11245' 

5.6.3 Delete Queries 

This query is constructed when the users want to delete a specific or all records from the database. The users in this case are expected 

to write a question that has a complete meaning. Table 5.7 shows delete query types that are generated by the ADQS system. 

Table 5. 7 Delete queries 

Type condition  example Example (English character) SQL query 

6.1  

Where 

condition =true 

ስማቸው በ “Emrias” የሚጀምሩ፤በቀን 

“03/05/1978” የተወለዱ እና የትውልድ 

ቦታቸው “A.A”የሆኑ ሰራተኞችን መረጃ 

አስወግድ 

Sǝmachäwǝ bä “Emrias” yämijämǝru, 

bäkänǝ “03/05/1978” yätäwälädu äna 

yätǝwǝlǝdǝ botachäwǝ “A.A” yähonu 

säratä�̇�ochǝnǝ märäja asǝwägǝdǝ  

DELETE FROM CRW010 

WHERE SNAME LIKE 

'Emrias%' AND 

BIRTHDATE='03/05/1978' 

AND BIRTHPLACE='A.A' 

6.2 Where 

condition=false 

ወጪ ባዶ ኮንቴይነር ውስጥ ያለውን 

ሁሉንም መረጃ እንድታጠፋው አዝሀለው 
Wä�̇�i bado konǝteyǝnärǝ wǝsǝ�̇�ǝ 

yalutǝnǝ hulunǝmǝ märäja 

aänǝdǝtatäfawǝ azǝhaläwǝ 

DELETE FROM 

GalaffeHeader2 
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5.7 User selection 

For testing the Amharic database querying system, 18 different users from a different department 

with different job positions were selected. The testers are employees of Ethiopian Shipping and 

Logistics Service Enterprise. The mother tongue languages of the testers also include languages 

other than Amharic. Most of the testers are not familiar with the databases that were selected for 

the implementation of the ADQS system. Few of them are familiar with the databases as they are 

currently working either as an end-user or as a support team. The testers accessed the ADQS 

system using web browsers that are installed on their personal computer. The endpoints and the 

credentials are given to the user to test the system. A total of 170 questions were collected from 

the mentioned users and the result was described in the next section. 

5.8 Evaluation 

The prototype is evaluated based on the result obtained from the tester based on the above user 

selection. The confusion matrix is used to describe the performance of the ADQS system. The 

confusion matrix is a performance table with 4 different combinations of the predicted and actual 

values. The only thing that the AQDS system requires to generate SQL queries is to have a 

complete sentence and valid statements. Thus generally the Amharic statements that are gathered 

from the tester are classified into valid and invalid statements. The valid statements are 

statements without error that convey a complete meaning. These statements are also valid to the 

system so that the ADQS system is expected to give an output. On the other hand, invalid 

statements are statements which are identified based on the scope of the research that is 

explained in section 1.6. These are statements that have an either syntactic or semantic error. A 

question whose output generation depends on the analysis of the value stored in the table is also 

considered as invalid according to the scope. In complete statements are also under this category. 

Table 5.8 shows the confusion matrix of the testing result. 

                                                           Table 5. 8 Confusion matrix 

       N=170 Correctly answered Incorrectly answered  

Valid questions TP=137 FN=12 TT=149 

Invalid questions FP=0 TN=21 FT=21 

 PT=137 NT=33  
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From the above confusion matrix, the measurement shown in Table 5.9 is drawn. Based on the 

test result, it is indicated that the system accuracy is 92%. 

                                                   Table 5. 9 Performance measurements 

No Measurement Value (%) Description 

1 Accuracy (TP+TN)/N 92% It describes how often the system is correct when 

valid and invalid questions are given 

2 Error (FP+FN)/N 8% It describes how often the system is wrong when 

valid and invalid questions are given 

3 Precision (TP/PT) 100% It describes how often are the questions valid when 

the system answers correctly 

4 Recall (TP/TT) 91% It describes how often the system answers correctly 

when a valid question is given. 

5.9 Discussion 

From the above result, it is clear that some factors affect the performance of the system. In the 

ADQS system, the issues that affect the performance of the system can happen during query 

generation or query execution.  

The test result shows that these errors occurred due to three reasons. One of them might occur 

due to syntax errors. As it was explained in the scope of the system, spelling checking is out of 

the scope of the system. As a result, the users might make a mistake while typing the questions. 

The question might not be a complete sentence so that it can’t have a meaning. This is not 

corrected by the ADQS system. The system may alarm the users if the required information is 

not provided. The second types of error are semantic errors. In this case, the question doesn’t 

have any syntactic errors, but it doesn’t transfer a complete meaning. The users might request a 

question about a given relation name using attributes of other relations.  

The third type of issue that affects the performance of the system is due to system limitations. 

Even if the user question is correct syntactically or semantically, the system might not respond to 

the user as expected. From the test result that was observed during the testing phase, this has 

happened when the classifier tags the required(R) and filter attribute (A). It misplaces the tag of 

the above attributes. This is because these two attributes share many features in common. Some 

features distinguish these attributes. Thus if questions are amended to support those unique 

features, the issue will be solved. The second error that comes from the system limitation is that 

it responds incorrectly to the questions that are out of the scope of the project. In this case, the 
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system must alarm the user that this is out of its project. The next error that has occurred during 

the system test comes due to the description missing. For those where or update values, the users 

are expected to describe the values explicitly. If that is not satisfied, the system guesses the 

appropriate attribute based on some general fact. During this time some errors might occur. 

Again this can be solved by amending the question to include a description of each of the values 

provided by the user. 

For errors that have occurred during query execution, appropriate tables selection plays a greater 

role. If the table name is not expressed explicitly in the user’s question, it is the responsibility of 

the ADQS system to determine the appropriate relation name. However, some tables might 

overlap with each other. Even if the SQL query generated by the ADQS system is correct, the 

required information might not exist in the table that overlaps to other tables. Additionally, 

during the update and delete query execution, some errors have occurred even after successful 

SQL query generation. This is because the referenced record may not exist in that table, or it may 

be referenced in another table so that referential integrity error might occur. This all can be 

solved at the database designing phase. 

The pre-processor module plays a greater role for the accuracy of the ADQS system. In the 

absence of pre-processor, there is a high probability that important where and update values can 

be missed. The Tag modifier is also another important module of the ADQS which affects the 

performance of the ADQS system. Figure 5.9 shows the accuracy of the system with presence 

and absence of the pre-processor and Tags modifier. 

 

               Figure 5. 9 comparison of accuracy of the system with different modules 
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Chapter Six: Conclusion and Recommendations 

In this chapter, the research works that have been done for the development of the ADQS system 

will be summarized. Additionally, tasks that can be updated or added to this research will be 

discussed in the Recommendation. 

6.1 Conclusion 

Nowadays, user activities depend on the information that is distributed in different parts of the 

world. One of the major sources of information is the database. To access the contents of the 

database, the users are required to know structured query language (SQL). If users want to access 

information from the database, they are required to know the English language, structured query 

language/SQL queries, and they are required to know the physical structure of the database. To 

minimize these steps, the natural language interface to the database comes into place. This work 

is proposed as one application of NLIDB to allow users to access the content of the database 

using Amharic natural language. 

Before the design and implementation of the prototype of this master’s research, the structure of 

Amharic language, the natural language interface to the database, and the structure Query 

language have been studied. Other research works that are related to the Natural language 

interface to the database using various languages give background knowledge to the techniques 

and the approaches used in the development of NLIDB. A dataset comprising each word of a 

given Amharic statement is collected and tagged with an appropriate output variable. From the 

structure of the Amharic statement, features which are used for the identification of the output 

variables are identified. The morphological analyzer and stemmers are used to find the root or 

stem word of the Amharic sentence before the features are given as input to the classifier. The 

semantic free grammar is used to map the identified tag to the query element. The query 

constructor is responsible to construct SQL query using the query element which is identified by 

the query element identifier. Based on the design, a prototype called Amharic database querying 

system (ADQS) was developed using Java and Python programming language. The ADQS 

system was deployed in the Ethiopian Shipping and Logistics service enterprise network using 

the apache tomcat server for testing purposes. Two databases, HRMS and DPOIS are selected to 

implement the ADQS system. These databases are constructed using Oracle and Microsoft SQL 
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Server. The users from different departments with different background knowledge are selected 

to test the system. The experimental result shows 92% of accuracy. 

The natural language interface to the database using Amharic language avoids the barrier to the 

SQL and English language for Amharic language speakers. The implementation of this Amharic 

database querying system enables the user to access the content of the database using the 

Amharic language. This makes human’s communication with the computer to be more flexible 

and user friendly. 

6.2 Contribution of the Research 

Accessing the content of the databases using Amharic language is one application of NLIDB for 

Amharic speakers. The users directly access the database using the Amharic natural language 

instead of formulating the formal SQL query. In general, the contribution of this Master’s 

research can be summarized as follows 

 The research can serve as a foundation for accessing content of database using 

Ethiopian language without detail knowing the internal structure of the database 

 The research constructs an equivalent SQL query for the user question that are 

written without any restriction 

 The use of the concept of semantic grammars handles linguistic issues 

 The pre-processing techniques can be used for other applications 

6.3 Recommendations 

The ADQS system is developed to enable users to interact with the database using natural 

languages. This creates an environment where the users communicate with computers similarly 

as they communicate with other humans. The system includes a way to generate many types of 

SQL queries based on the user’s input. It analyzes the user questions and generates an 

appropriate SQL query. However, its usability can be extended to analyze the values stored in 

the database. Additionally, the remaining queries such as sub queries that are not covered in this 

research can also be added to extend its coverage area. 
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Annexes 

Annex A- Algorithm for graphical user interface 
Input: AmSentence, Db, Model type mdl, sqlEnglish 

Output: Required information 

Initialize IsExecute variable to a false, Export variable to 

false, the verb to empty string, ErrorFlag to false, 

ExecutedResult to false, SuccessFlag to false 

If not IsExecute 

          FindQuery() 

Else 

          ExecuteQuery() 

       

 

Method FindQuery() 

Try 

    Initialize rslt to false, amQry to false, error variable to       

    false, x to 0,line to empty string 

    Assign AmSentence to Sentence, DatabaseName to Db 

    Initialize pythonPath to DataCollection.py path 

    Create array name cmd having 4 indexes 

    Assign cmd[0] to python,cmd[1] to pythonPath,cmd[2] to     

    Sentence,cmd[3] to Db 

    Create RunTime variable rt,create process variable pr 

    Execute the array with rt and assign the result to pr 

    Create BufferedReader object bfr and read the Input stream of pr 

    While bfr.readLine() is not null 

             If x is 2 

                    Assign bfr.readLine() value to rslt 

              Else if x is 1 

                    Assign bfr.readLine () value to amQry 

              Else if x is 0 

                     Assign bfr.readLine () value to error variable 

              Else if x is 4 

                     Assign bfr.readLine () value to verb 

             Increment x by one 

     End while 

     ErrorOrSuccess () 

 

Catch 

   Assign mdl attribute of the error to “Execution Error” 

   Assign mdl attribute of InputQuestion to Sentence 

   Set IsExecute to false, ExecuetedResult to false, ErrorFlag to true 
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   Assign mdl attribute of InputQuestion to Sentence 

   Assign mdl attribute of btnExecute to IsExecute 

   Assign mdl attribute of ExecutedResult to IsExecute 

   Assign mdl attribute of ErrorFlag to ErrorFlag 

 

Method ErrorOrSuccess() 

If x is 1 

    Assign mdl attribute of the error to error variable 

    Set IsExecute to false, ExecuetedResult to false,ErrorFlag to True 

    Assign mdl attribute of InputQuestion to AmSentence 

    Assign mdl attribute of btnExecute to IsExecute 

    Assign mdl attribute of ExecutedResult to IsExecute 

    Assign mdl attribute of ErrorFlag to ErrorFlag 

Else if x is greater than 1 

     Concatenate “AM query:” with amQry and assign to amQry 

     Concatenate “ጥያቄ:” with amQuestion and assign to amQuestion 

     Assign mdl attribute of AmQuery to amQry 

     Assign mdl attribute of EngQuery to rslt 

     Assign mdl attribute of AmQuestin to amQuestion 

     Set IsExecute to true,ExecuetedResult to false,ErrorFlag to false 

     Assign mdl attribute of btnExecute to IsExecute 

     Assign mdl attribute of ExecutedResult to IsExecute 

     Assign mdl attribute of ErrorFlag to ErrorFlag 

 

Method ExecuteQuery() 

Initialize session variable to null,transation variable to null,qry  

to sqlEnglish 

Try 

      If Db equals “DPOIS” 

             Call getSessionFactoryMSSql() and assign the result to     

             session variable 

       Else 

             Call getSessionfactoryOracle() and assign the result to  

             session variable 

       SelectOrUpdateOrDelete() 

Catch 

     Assign mdl attribute of error to “Execution Error” 

     Assign mdl attribute of InputQuestion to Sentence 

     Set IsExecute to false,ExecuetedResult to false,ErrorFlag to true 

     Assign mdl attribute of InputQuestion to Sentence 

     Assign mdl attribute of btnExecute to IsExecute 

     Assign mdl attribute of ExecutedResult to IsExecute 

     Assign mdl attribute of ErrorFlag to ErrorFlag 
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Method SelectOrUpdateOrDelete() 

If the verb is equaled to “ምረጥ” 

     Begin transaction using session.beginTransaction() 

     Execute native query using createNativeQuery(qry) assign to       

     outputQuery 

     Map the outputQuery column name to table name using 

ALIAS_TO_ENTITY_MAP 

     Convert the outputQuery to list and assign to the output 

     Commit the transaction 

     Set the export variable to true 

     Concatenate “ጥያቄ:” with Sentence and assign to amQuestion 

     Set IsExecute to false, ExecuetedResult to true 

     Assign mdl attribute of Output to output 

     Assign mdl attribute of Export to export 

     Assign mdl attribute of AmQuestion to amQuestion 

     Assign mdl attribute of btnExecute to IsExecute 

     Assign mdl attribute of ExecutedResult to IsExecute 

     Assign mdl attribute of EngQuery to qry 

Else 

      Begin transaction using session.beginTransaction() 

      Execute query using createNativeQuery(qry).executeupdate assign  

      to NoOfQuery 

      Commit the transaction 

      If NoOfQuery >0 

             Set IsExecute to false, ExecuetedResult to  

             false, SuccessFlag to true 

             Assign mdl attribute of InputQuestion to Sentence 

             Assign mdl attribute of btnType to IsExecute 

             Assign mdl attribute of ExecutedResult to ExecutedResult 

             Assign mdl attribute of SuccessFlag to SuccessFlag 
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Annex B- Algorithm for stemmer 
Create and initialize originalword to word 

Create and initialize Prefix to false 

Create and initialize Suffix to false 

Create and initialize PrefixIndex to -1 

Create and initialize SuffixIndex to -1 

Create and initialize stem to the empty string 

If the first character of the word is ‘ያ’ 

           Convert ‘ያ’ into ‘የአ’, concatenate with the remaining 

character and assign to the word 

If a word is not in punctuation and word is not in digits and word is 

not in ascii_letters and word is not in stop_punctuations and word is 

not in Wanted_punctuations 

               FindPrifixAndSuffixIndex () 

 

Method FindPrefixAndSuffixIndex () 

If the length of a word is greater than or equal to 3 

           If the length of the word is 3 and equal to ‘ከተም’  

                    Add ‘ከ’ before the word and assign to a word 

                    Create and initialize newword to word,subchar to 0 

           If the length of neword is greater than 5 

                              Set subchar=4 

           Else if the length of newword is equal to 5 

                              Set subchar=3           

           Else if the length of newword is equal to 4 

                               Set subchar=2 

           Else if the length of newword is equal to 3 

                                Set subchar=1 

           Else if the length of newword is equal to 2 

                                Set subchar=0 

For j starting from subchar up to -1 

      If the subword starting from 0 up to j+1 index is in Noun_Prefix 

           Set Prefix to true 

           Set PrifixIndex to j 

           Break out of the for loop 

      If the length of the word starting from PrifixIndex+1 is greater   

      than or equal to 3 

           Assign subword from PrifixIndex+1 to newword 

           If the length of neword is greater than 5 

                      Set subchar=4 

           Else if the length of newword is equal to 5 

                       Set subchar=3           

           Else if the length of newword is equal to 4 

                       Set subchar=2 

           Else if the length of newword is equal to 3 
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                       Set subchar=1 

           Else if the length of newword is equal to 2 

                       Set subchar=0 

For k starting from length of a word -subchar up to a length of a word 

           If the subword starting from k up to a length of word +1  

           is in Noun_Prefix 

                    Set Suffix to true 

                    Set SuffixIndex to k 

                    Break out of the for loop 

                    CutThePrefixAndSuffix () 

 

Method CutThePrefixAndSuffix() 

If Prefix and Suffix is true 

    Take the word from PrifixIndex+1 to SuffixIndex and assign to word 

    Take the word from 0 to length of word -1 

    ConvertCharacter(last character,5) and assign to lastchr 

    Concatenate word and lastchr 

If Prefix is true and Suffix is false 

    Take the word from PrifixIndex+1 to the length of the word and  

    assign to word 

    Take the word from 0 to length of word -1 

    ConvertCharacter(last character,5) and assign to lastchr 

    Concatenate word and lastchr 

If Prefix is false and Suffix is true 

    Take the word from 0  to SuffixIndex and assign to a word 

    Take the word from 0 to length of word -1 

    ConvertCharacter(last character,5) and assign to lastchr 

    Concatenate word and lastchr 

If Prefix is false and Suffix is false 

    Take the word from 0 to length of word -1 

    ConvertCharacter(last character,5) and assign to lastchr 

    Concatenate word and lastchr 

    If it is for guess 

       If a word is found in Stem_word_for_guess 

             Set stem to word 

    If it is for AllKey 

        If a word is found in Key_word_All 

             Set stem to word 

    If it is for Each 

        If a word is found in Key_word_Each 

             Set stem to word 

    If it is for Order 

        If a word is found in Key_word_Order 

             Set stem to word                                  

    If it is not for guess and AllKey and Each and Order 
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        If a word is found in Stem_Noun 

             Set stem to word 

 

Method ConverAmharicCharacter() 

Input: givenCharacter, IndexNeeded 

Output:NewCharacter 

If givencharacter is not found in punctuation, ASCII _letters, and 

digits 

          Find the Unicode of a givenCharacter and assign it to  

          uniGivenCharacter 

          Find the remainder when uniGivenCharacter divide by 4608 and     

          assign it to Reminder 

          If Reminder is greater than or equal to 8 

              Find the remainder when Reminder divide by 8 and  

              assign it to Reminder 

          If Reminder is greater than or equal to IndexNeeded 

              Subtract IndexNeeded from Reminder and assign it to subt 

              Subtract subt from uniGivenCharacter and assign it to  

              uniNewCharacter 

              Find the character representation of uniNewCharacter and  

              assign it to NewChar 

          Else 

              Subtract IndexNeeded from Reminder and assign it to subt 

              Add subt and uniGivenCharacter and assign it to  

              uniNewCharacter 

              Find the character representation of uniNewCharacter and  

              assign it to NewChar 

Return NewChar 
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Annex C- Algorithm for number identification and conversion 
Inputs: split words & split stem words 

Output: words as digits & split stem words 

Create and initialize NumberCorr1 to 0, NumberCorr to 0,Create 

and initialize firstIndex to -1, RemovedCharacter to 0, j to 

0,Create and initialize val to None, val2 to None,val3 to None, 

While j is less than length of split words 

    Search stem of word in OneDigits dictionary and assign  

    value to val 

    If val is None then Search stem of word in TwoDigits  

    dictionary and assign value to val2 

    If val2 is none then Search stem of word in ThreeDigits  

    dictionary and assign value to val3 

    If val is not None and j is less than length of the spit  

     words minus 1 

           If firstIndex is -1 then set firstIndex to j 

           Call ConvertToDigit(val,stem word at j) and  

           assign to NumberCorr 

           If NumberCorr is not equal to 0 then 

           Increment j by two, increment RemovedCharacter by two 

     Else if val2 is not none and j is less than length of the  

     spit words minus 1 

            If firstIndex is -1 then set firstIndex to j 

            Call ConvertToDigit(val2,stem word at j) and assign  

            to NumberCorr 

            If NumberCorr is not equal to 0 

                   Increment j by two, increment  

                   RemovedCharacter by two 

     Else if val3 is not none and j is less than length of the  

     spit words minus 1 

            If firstIndex is -1 then set firstIndex to j 

            Call ConvertToDigit(val3,stem word at j) and assign  

            to NumberCorr 

            If NumberCorr is not equal to 0 

                        Increment j by two, increment  

                        RemovedCharacter by two 

            If NumberCorr is not equal to 0 

                  Sum NumberCorr1 and NumberCorr and assign to  

                  NumberCorr  

                  Assign NumberCorr to NumberCorr1 

            Else 
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               Create and initialize v to 0 

               If val is not none then assign val to v      

               Else if val2 is not none then assign val2 to v 

               Else if val3 is not none then assign val3 to v 

               If v is not equal to 0 

               Sum NumberCorr1 and v and assign to NumberCorr  

               Assign NumberCorr to NumberCorr1,  

               increment RemovedCharacter by one 

               If v is equal to 0 and firstIndex is not equal  

               to -1 then break out of the loop 

               Increment j by one,set val ,val2 ,val3 to  

               none,NumberCorr to 0 

               Remove converted words from the sentence  

               and from the stem sentence 

 

method ConvertToDigit() 

Input: firstDigit,SecondLetter,sum initialized to false 

Output: number in digit 

Create and initialize NumberOfZeros to empty string 

Create and initialize NumberCorr to 0 

If sum is true 

          Search Secondletter in OneDigit dictionary and assign  

          the value to val 

          If val is not none 

               Sum firstDigit and val , assign the sum to  

               NumberCorr 

Else 

          If  SecondLetter is found in ThreeDigits Dictionary  

          then Set NumberOfZeros=’00’ 

          Else if  SecondLetter is found in FourDigits  

          Dictionary then Set NumberOfZeros=’000’ 

          Else if  SecondLetter is found in SevenDigits  

          Dictionary then Set NumberOfZeros=’000000’ 

          Convert firstDigit in to string and assign it to  

          NumberCorr 

          Concatenate NumberCorr and NumberOfZeros and assign to   

          NumberCorr 

Return NumberCorr 
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Annex D- Dictionary of Numbers 
Onedigits={0:'ዜሮ',1:'አንድ',2:'ሁለት',3:'ሶስት',4:'አራት',5:'አምስት', 
           6:'ስድስት',7:'ሰባት',8:'ስምንት',9:'ዘጠኝ'} 
Twodigits={10:'አስር',20:'ሀይ',30:'ሰላስ',40:'አርብ',50:'ሀምስ',60:'ስልስ'  
           ,70:'ሰብ' ,80:'ሰማንይ',90:'ዘጠን'} 
Threedigits={100:'መት'} 
Fourdigits={1000:'ሺህ'} 
Sevendigits={1000000:('ሚሊየን', 'ሚሊዮን')} 
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Annex E- Algorithm for concatenation 
Input: split word, split stem word 

Output: a split word with concatenation, split stem word with 

concatenation, stem order keys 

While m is less than the length of a split word 

      Create and set word to split stem word at m 

      If m is greater than 0 and the word is found in  

      WordsForConcatenation: 

            Find a stem of the previous word and assign to stem 

            If the stem is found in WordsToConcatenation  

            dictionary 

                   Concatenate word at m and m-1 by hyphen and  

                   assign to compoundword 

                   Concatenate stem word at m and m-1 and assign  

                   to compoundstem 

                   Set word at m to compoundword 

                   Set stem word at m to compoundstem 

                   Remove word and stem word at m 

                   Decrement m by one 

                   If a stem word at m is not empty and found in  

                   WordsToConcatenation dictionary 

                        Concatenate word at m and m-1 by hyphen  

                        and assign to compoundword 

                        Concatenate stem word at m and m-1 and  

                        assign to compoundstem 

                        Set word at m to compoundword 

                        Set stem word at m to compoundstem 

                        Remove word and stem word at m 

                        Decrement m by one 

                                      . 

                                      . 

                                      . 

        Increment m by one 

Find a stem of order key if they present in the split words and 

assign to orderkeys 

Find also order sequence type if it present in the split words 

and assign to orderSequence 

Set orderFlag to true if the order indication keyword found in 

split words and assign to Hasorder 

Concatenate order keys by a hyphen and remove the old order keys 

Return split word, split stem word, split stem order keys 
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Annex F- Algorithm for POS Tag determiner 

Input: sentence array, index 

Output: pos tag 

Create and initialize Pos variable to ‘N’,prefix to false,suffix 

to false,prifixIndex to -1, 

suffixIndex to -1, word to sentence array at index 

if (stem of a word is found in Key_word_All or in Key_word_count 

or in Key_word_Each or in Key_word_Order or in 

Key_word_Condition or in Key_word_Aggregate_function) 

         set pos to ‘K’ 

Else if the stem of a word is found in Key_word_conjuctions then 

set pos to ‘C’ 

Else if the stem of a word is found in Stop_word then set pos to 

‘S’Else 

           If word if found in verb_select_Underived 

                     Set pos to ‘V1’, quite out of the function 

           If the length of a word is greater than or equal to 3 

           Create and initialize newword to word,subchar to 0 

           If the length of newword is greater than or equal to     

           5 then Set subchar=4           

           Else if the length of newword is equal to 5 then Set  

           subchar=3 

           Else if the length of newword is equal to 4 then Set  

           subchar=2 

           Else if the length of newword is equal to 3 then Set  

           subchar=1 

           Else if the length of newword is equal to 2 then Set  

           subchar=0 

           For j starting from subchar up to -1 

                    If the subword starting from 0 up to j+1  

                    index is found in Prefixes 

                       Set Prefix to true, Set PrifixIndex to j, 

                       Break out of the for loop 

            If the length of the word starting from  

            PrifixIndex+1 is greater than or equal to 3 

                  Assign subword from PrifixIndex+1 to  

                  newword, set subchar to 0 

                  If the length of neword is greater than or  

                  equal to 7 then Set subchar=5 

                  Else if length of newword is equal to 6 then  

                  Set subchar=4           
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                  Else if length of newword is equal to 5 then  

                  Set subchar=3 

                  Else if length of newword is equal to 4 then  

                  Set subchar=2 

                  Else if length of newword is equal to 3 then  

                  Set subchar=1 

                  Else if length of newword is equal to 2 then  

                  Set subchar=0 

                  For k starting from length of a (word –  

                  subchar) up to the length of a word 

                        If the subword starting from k up to  

                        length of word +1 is in Suffix 

                                Set Suffix to true, Set  

                                SuffixIndex to k 

                                Break out of the for loop 

                  CutThePrefixAndSuffixVerb () 

 

 

Method CutThePrifixAndSuffixVerb() 

 

If Prefix and Suffix is true 

       If the next two characters are in prefixes then take a     

       a word from preifixIndex+3 to SuffixIndex 

       Else If the next one char is in prefixes then take a word  

       from prefixIndex+2 to SuffixIndex 

       Else if the word starts with ‘አሳ’ then take a word  

      ‘አ’+from prefixIndex+2 to SuffixIndex 

       Else Take the word from PrifixIndex+1 to SuffixIndex and  

       assign to word 

       Convert each character using ConvertCharacter(each  

       character,5) and assign to the word 

If Prefix is true and Suffix is false 

       If the next two characters are in prefixes then take a      

       A word from preifixIndex+3 to the end 

       Else If the next one char is in prefixes then take a word  

       from prefixIndex+2 to the end 

       Else if the word starts with ‘አሳ’ then take a word  

      ‘አ’+from prefixIndex+2 to the end 

       Else Take the word from PrifixIndex+1 to SuffixIndex and  

       assign to word 

       Convert each character using ConvertCharacter(each     
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       character,5) and assign to a word 

If Prefix is false and Suffix is true 

       Take the word from 0  to SuffixIndex and assign to a word 

       Convert each character using ConvertCharacter(each  

       character,5) and assign to a word  

If Prefix is false and Suffix is false 

        set the word to sentence array at index 

        Convert each character using ConvertCharacter(each  

        character,5) and assign to the word 

If a word is found in Verb_select then Set pos to ‘V1’ 

Else if the word is found in Verb_update then set pos to ‘V2’ 

Else if the word is found in Verb_delete then set pos to ‘V3’ 

Else if the word is found in Verb_All then set pos to ‘V’ 

Else st pos to N 

Return pos 
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Annex G- Keywords 

No Keyword Description 

1 Key_Word_All This keyword is used to identify words that are used 

for selecting all attributes or all information. E.g 

ሁሉንም 

2 Key_Word_Top This keyword is used to identify words that are used 

for selecting the nth first record of the table. E.g 

የመጀመሪያውን 

3 Key_Word_Last This keyword is used to identify words that are used 

for selecting the nth last record of the table. E.g 

የመጨረሻውን 

4 Key_Word_Each This keyword is used to identify words that are used 

for grouping records of the table. E.g በእያንዳንዱ 

5 Key_Word_Aggregate_Count This keyword is used to identify words that are used 

for counting records of the table. E.g ስንት 

6 Key_Word_Aggregate_Sum This keyword is used to identify words that are used 

for adding records of the table. E.g ድምሩን 

7 Key_Word_Aggregate_Maximum This keyword is used to identify words that are used 

for finding the maximum record of the table. E.g 

ትልቁን 

8 Key_Word_Aggregate_Minimum This keyword is used to identify words that are used 

for finding the minimum record of the table. E.g 

ትንሹን 

9 Key_Word_Aggregate_Average This keyword is used to identify words that are used 

for finding the average of the records. E.g አማካዩን 

10 Key_Word_Order This keyword is used to identify words that are used 

for displaying the record in some order either 

ascending or descending. E.g በቅደም ተከተል 
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Annex H- Conditions 

No conditions Description 

1 Key_word_condition_equal This condition is used to identify words that are 

used for filtering the record based on equality. 

2 Key_word_condition_not_equal This condition is used to identify words that are 

used for filtering the record based on inequality. 

3 Key_word_condition_greater This condition is used to identify words that are 

used for filtering the record which is greater than 

some value. 

4 Key_word_condition_less This condition is used to identify words that are 

used for filtering the record which is less than 

some value. 

5 Key_word_conditon_between This condition is used to identify words that are 

used for filtering the record which are between 

some values. 

6 Key_word_condition_start This condition is used to identify words that are 

used for filtering the record which starts with some 

value.  

7 Key_word_condition_end This condition is used to identify words that are 

used for filtering the record which ends with some 

value.  

8 Key_word_condition_InBetween This condition is used to identify words which are 

used for filtering the record which contains some 

value  
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Annex I- Algorithm for clause determiner 

Input: Tagged Sentence, features 

Output: clause 

Create and initialize clause to empty string, ActualV to false, 

ActualV1 to false, 

ActualV2 to false, ActualV3 to false 

Unzip tagged sentence to Words and Tags 

For each word in Words 

     If the POS tag is V, then set ActualV to true 

     Else if the POS tag is V1, then set ActualV1 to true 

     Else if the POS tag is V2, then set ActualV2 to true 

     Else if the POS tag is V3, then set ActualV3 to true 

Create and set NoOfV to the number of ‘V’ in Tags 

Create and set NoOfV1to the number of ‘V1’  

Create and set NoOfV2 to the number of ‘V2’  

Create and set NoOfV3 to the number of ‘V3’  

If NoOfV1 is greater than NoOfV2 and NoOfV3 then set clause to 

‘ምረጥ’ 

If NoOfV2 is greater than NoOfV2 and NoOfV3 then set clause to 

‘ለውጥ’ 

If NoOfV3 is greater than NoOfV2 and NoOfV1 then set clause to 

‘አጥፋ’ 

If NoOfV is greater than NoOfV1 and NoOfV2 and NoOfV3 then set 

clause to ‘ምረጥ’ 

If the clause is still empty and ActualV1 is true then set the 

clause to ‘ምረጥ’ 

Else if the clause is still empty and ActualV1 is true then set 

the clause to ‘ለውጥ’ 

Else if the clause is still empty and ActualV3 is true then set 

the clause to ‘አጥፋ’ 

If the clause is empty then  

      For each word in Words 

             If a word is in verb_select_question_word or in 

(verb_select_undrived and it is at the end)  

                            Set clause to ‘ምረጥ’  

                            Break out of the loop 

If the clause is still empty then 

          Display an alarm message to indicate that the system 

is not able to get the table name 

          Exit the system 

Return clause 
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Annex J- Algorithm for table identification 

Input: tagged sentence,database name,stem of words,clause 

Output:table name,column , tagged sentence 

Unzip tagged sentence into words and Tags 

Create and initialize tablename to none, column to empty, 

NoOfTable to the count of ‘T’ tag 

If NoOfTable is 1 

     take the stem of the word at index ‘T’ tag and assign to  

     tablename 

     find the root node of the tablename in the dictionary 

     If tablename is not none and ‘V1’ is found in Tags or 

     If (tablename is not none and ‘V1’ is not in Tags and the  

     tablename does not begin with ‘vw’) 

          concatenate database name, tablename,‘columns’ and  

          set to column 

    Else 

           Convert the tag to list 

           If the stem of the word at ‘T’ index is empty then  

           modify this tag as ‘S’ 

           Else if ‘V1’ is found in Tags 

                If the next tag is ‘V1’ or the distance with \ 

                ‘V1’ tag is less than 2, Modify this tag as ‘R’ 

                Else if the nearest distance with a quotation is  

                less than 2, Modify this tag as ‘A’ 

                Else then modify this tag as ‘S’ 

          Convert the tag to a tuple, zip it with words and  

          assign to tagged sentence   

          If tablename is none, call FurtherAnalysis() and  

          assign to tablename,column,tagged sentence 

Else if NoOfTable is greater than 1 

        Take the words which are tagged as ‘T’ and assign to  

        candidate 

        take the stem of each candidate and assign to tablename 

        find the root node of the tablename in the dictionary 

        If tablename is not none and ‘V1’ is found in Tags or 

        If (tablename is not none and ‘V1’ is not in Tags and  

        the tablename not begins with ‘vw’) 

            concatenate database name, tablename,‘columns’ and  

            set to column 

        Else 

           Convert the tag to list 
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           If the stem of the word at ‘T’ index is empty then  

           modify this tag as ‘S’ 

           Else if ‘V1’ is found in Tags 

                If the next tag is ‘V1’ or the distance with    

                ‘V1’ tag is less than 2, Modify this tag as ‘R’ 

                Else if the nearest distance with a quotation is  

                less than 2, Modify this tag as ‘A’ 

                Else then modify this tag as ‘S’ 

                Convert the tag to tuple, zip it with words and  

                assign to tagged sentence 

       If tablename is none, call FurtherAnalysis() and assign  

        to tablename,column,tagged sentence 

Else then call FurtherAnalysis() and assign to tablename 

If tablename is still none, then inform the user to modify the 

question 

 

Method Further analysis() 

Input: tagged sentence, database, the stem of words, clause, 

IsTableFlag 

Output: tablename, column, tagged sentence 

Unzip tagged sentence into words and Tags 

Create and initialize tablename to none, column to empty  

If the analysis is for the table then 

    For m up to the length of the words 

          Take the stem of the word at index m and assign to  

          tablename 

          Find the root node of the tablename in the dictionary 

          If tablename is  none  then go to the next record 

          Else  

              If ‘V1’ is found in Tags or (‘V1’ is not in Tags  

              and the tablename not begins with ‘vw’) 

                  concatenate database name,  

                  tablename,‘columns’ and set to column 

                  convert Tags to list, set the tag at m to ‘T’ 

                  convert the Tags to tuples, zip the words and  

                  Tages and assign to Tagged sentence 

                  break out of the loop 

  If tablename is none then  

         For each of the word, find the stem of the educated     

         guess and assign to EducatedguessStem 

         For each of the table in the selected database 
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                If the frequent words of the table1 found in the  

                EducatedguessStem array 

                       Set the tablename to table1 

Return tablename 
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Annex K- Algorithm for attribute determiner 
Input: tagged sentence, clause, table, Stem of words, features, 

database, column, IsOrder, IsEach, last, top, IsAllKey, the stem 

of order key 

Output:attributeR,attributeA,additionalAttribute,ordeyBy,aggrega

teFunction,groupBy,condition,TaggedSentence,attributAIndex,attri

buteRIndex,aggregateFunctionIndex,conditionIndex,LastOrderBy, 

LastOrderSequence 

Unzip tagged sentence into words and Tags 

Create and initialize attributeA to none, attributeR to none, 

If the clause is ‘‘ምረጥ’ then  

     If IsOrder indicates the order key words present 

           For each of the word in words 

                    Find and add index of word to orderIndex if  

                    the stem of the order key has a value 

                    Find and add index of word to ConjIndex if   

                    conjunction present between order keys 

                    Find and add index of word to BejIndex if  

                    attibuteA or attributeR has ‘በ’ 

                    Find the start and end index of the order  

                    attributes expected to be positioned 

                    Find and add to OrderBy if either attributeA  

                    or attributeR found in those indexes 

                    Find and add to aggregateFunction,groupby,  

                    LastOrderBy,LastOrderSequence 

     Check and set ConjuctionBtnWhereClause to true if   

     conjuction present between where clause 

     For each of the word tagged as ‘R’, find it in the     

     dictionary and assign it to mkupword 

              If mkupword is not none and not in groupBy then 

                     Set attributeR to mkupword and add the   

                     index to attrRIndex 

              Else then set tags ‘S’ and zip words, tags to  

              tagged sentence 

    For each of the word tagged as ‘A’, find it in the  

    dictionary and assign it to mkupword 

              If mkupword is not none and not in groupBy then 

                       Set attributeA to mkupword and add the  

                      index to attrAIndex 

               Else then set tags ‘S’ and zip words, tags to  

               tagged sentence 
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    If attributeA is none and if ‘W’ is found in the tag 

           Make Further Analysis () and find and set values to  

           attributA 

    If attributeR is none and if IsAllKey is false 

           Make Further Analysis () and find and set values to    

           attributR 

    Find the appropriate condition and add to condition,  

    conditionIndex 

    Find the appropriate top, last word and add to LastOrderBy,   

    LastorderSequence  if it is not found 
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Annex L- Algorithm for where condition determiner 

Input: tagged sentence, clause, attrA, whrValue, attrR, dtb, 

table, column, stem of words, attrAIndex, groupby, 

additinalAttrbute 

Output: whrCondition, ConjuctionBtnWhrCondition,tagged sentence, 

attrA, attrR, attrAIndex, ConjuctionORIndex 

Create and initialize NoOfWhrValue to count of ‘W’ tags, 

NoOfAttrA to count of attrA, j to 0 

Unzip tagged sentence into words, Tags 

If NoOfAttrA is less than NoOfWhrValue 

             Make further analysis to find filter attribute and  

             assign the result to attrA 

             Update NoOfAttrA 

If still NoOfAttrA is less than NoOfWhrValue 

        Create and initialize strIndex to -1, endIndex to -1,  

        conjIndex to -1 

        If the conjunction is found in Tags 

                Check and find the repeated attrA and add to  

                PossibleWhrCond 

                Check and determine to move attribute from attrR  

                and add to PossibleWhrCond 

                Determine whether to take attr from defined  

                attributes and add to PossibleWhrCond 

While NoOfAttrA is not equal to NoofWhrValue and the length of 

PossibleWhrCond greater than j 

           If PossibleWhrCond at j is already in attrA then 

                 Increment j by 1, go to the next possible    

                 where condition 

           Else 

                 Find possible insertion index of a  

                 PossibleWhrCond at j and assign it to InsertInd 

                 Insert the possibleWhrCond into attrA at  

                 InsertInd index 

                 Increment j by 1 

If NoOfAttrA is greater than NoOfWhrValue 

               For k up to a length of Tag 

             Check the validity of attrA 

             Set the tag to ‘R’ is attrA at k is invalid 

                  Join attrA with ‘,’ and assign to whrCondition 
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If NofAttrA is greater than 2 

           For each word in words 

                 If ‘ወይም’ is between where condition then  

                        Add index of a word to ConjORIndex, set  

                        ConjBnWhrCond to true 

return whrCondition, ConjORIndex, attrA,attrR, taggedSentence,     

       attrAIndex,ConjBnWhrCond 
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Annex M- Algorithm for query constructor 
Input:clause,table,atrributR,attrbuteA,whrcondition,whrvalue,upd

atevalue,IsAllkey,Iseach, 

OrderBy,aggrFunction,GroupBy,Condition,ConjBnWhrConditon,OrderSe

quence, 

ConjORIndex,attrAIndex,Top,HavingWhrValueIndex,aggrfunctionIndex

,HavindWhrValue, 

ConjIndex,whrClauseIndex,LastOrderBy,LastOrderSequence, 

Output:queryEng,queryAmh 

Create and initialize queryEng to empty string,queryAmh to empty 

string 

If lentgth of OrderyBy is greater > 0 concatenate orderBy with 

OrderSeq and assign to orderBy 

If length of GroupBy is greater than 0 Concatenate gropuby with 

‘,’ and assign to groupby 

If length of aggrFun is > 0 then Concatenate aggrFun, ‘(’, 

attribute, ‘)’ based on aggrFunInd 

If havWhrVal is >0 then Concatenate aggrFun, ‘(’, attribute, ‘)’ 

based on havValIndex 

If WhrValue is not empty and HavingWhrValue is empty 

     If condition is other than ‘=’ 

         If clause is ‘ምረጥ’ 

               If orderBy is greater than 0 

                    Concatenate whrConditon,Condition,WhrValue  

                    and assign it toWhrCondVal 

                    Concatenate ‘select’,key  

                    words,attrR,aggrFunc, ‘from’,table ‘where’,    

                    whrCondVal,‘order by’, ordryBy depending on  

                    The flag 

                Else 

                     Concatenate whrConditon,Condition,WhrValue  

                     and assign it toWhrCondVal 

                     Concatenate ‘select’,key  

                     words,attrR,aggrFunc, ‘from’,table ‘where’,    

                     whrCondVal  depending on The flag 

          Else if clause  to ‘ለውጥ’ 

                      Concatenate whrConditon,Condition,WhrValue  

                      and assign it toWhrCondVal 

                      Concatenate attrA,‘=’,updateValue and  

                      assign it toUpdCondVal 

                      Concatenate ‘update’ ,table ,  
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                      ‘set’,updCondVal, ‘where’, WhrCondVal  

           Else if clause  to ‘አጥፋ’ 

                      Concatenate whrConditon,Condition,WhrValue  

                      and assign it toWhrCondVal 

                      Concatenate ‘delete from’ ,table ,    

                      ‘where’, WhrCondVal 

       Else 

           If the clause is ‘ምረጥ’ 

                     If orderBy is greater than 0 

                            Concatenate whrConditon,‘=’,   

                            WhrValue and assign it toWhrCondVal 

                            Concatenate ‘select’,key words,    

                            attrR,aggrFunc,‘from’,table ‘where’,    

                            whrCondVal,‘order by’, ordryBy   

                            depending on The flag 

                       Else 

                            Concatenate whrConditon,=’,WhrValue   

                            and assign it toWhrCondVal 

                            Concatenate ‘select’,key words,     

                            attrR,aggrFunc,‘from’,table ‘where’,    

                            WhrCondVal depending on The flag 

            Else if the clause is ‘ለውጥ’ 

                            Concatenate whrConditon,‘=’,   

                            WhrValue and assign it toWhrCondVal 

                            Concatenate attrA,‘=’,updateValue   

                            and assign it toUpdCondVal 

                            Concatenate ‘update’, table, ‘set’,  

                            updCondVal, ‘where’, WhrCondVal  

           Else if the clause is ‘አጥፋ’ 

                            Concatenate whrConditon, ‘=’,  

                            WhrValue and assign it toWhrCondVal 

                            Concatenate ‘delete from’, table,   

                            ‘where’, WhrCondVal 

Else If WhrValue and HavingWhrValue are empty 

            ConstructQuery() 

Else If WhrValue  is not empty and HavingWhrValue is not empty 

empty 

           ConstructQuery() 

Else If WhrValue is empty and  HavingWhrValue is not empty 

            ConstructQuery() 
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Annex N- Some pages of ADQS 

In this Annex, some page of the ADQS system which provides information to the user are 

indicated respectively 

 

                                       Index page with Amharic content 

 

                                                        Database page  
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                                     Database page giving some information to the user 

 

                                                   Query page 
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                                                                  Sample queries in ADQS 
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